Some of the world’s
most unique tourist sites
and events can be found
on the KZN South Coast
The ‘Paradise of the Zulu Kingdom’, which extends 120km from Scottburgh to Port Edward and inland
to Harding, is home to some of the globe’s most exceptional tourism offerings. From the ocean-based
dive sites through to extreme outdoor adventure activities, culture and heritage experiences, the KZN
South Coast has something for absolutely everyone.
“The region’s incredible natural resources set the perfect
backdrop for tourism activities, ranging from the more sedate
relaxation options right through to the heart-stopping extreme
adventures,” said CEO of Ugu South Coast Tourism (USCT),
Phelisa Mangcu. “Within the KZN South Coast there are so many
completely unique activities and sites that should be on every
bucket list. We’re encouraging visitors to #visitkznsouthcoast
for something truly different.”

The Red Desert
Just outside of Port Edward is the world’s smallest desert,
consisting of a rich red soil that contrasts with the surrounding
coastal greenery. Only 200 in diameters, this desert has miniature
hills and valleys that match the height of a grown man.

Aliwal Shoal and Protea Banks
These two Marine Protected Areas are known are
internationally-renowned dive sites, home to a variety of apex
predators and shipwrecks. Aliwal Shoal is located 5km
offshore of Umkomaas River and Protea Banks is 8km off
Shelly Beach.

The Golf Coast
The KZN South Coast has been coined ‘The Golf Coast’ for good
reason – it boasts 11 quality golf courses, most of which have
ocean views or wildlife visitors.

KwaXolo Caves
One of the USCT Great Drives Out route in the hinterland
region takes visitors to the historical KwaXolo Caves. This
recently-discovered series of prehistoric rock shelters is adorned
with centuries-old San paintings detailing ancestral life.

Wild Gorge Swing in Oribi Gorge
Part of the award-winning Wild 5 Adventures, this is the world’s
highest swing of its kind, offering thrill-seekers the chance to
jump of the edge of Lehr’s Waterfall, dropping 55 storeys using a
full-body harness.

KAP Sani2C
Scottburgh is the final destination on the world’s largest stage
mountain bike race which started in 2005. The annual event is
split into three different rides that follow the same 260km route
from the Southern Drakensberg to the KZN South Coast.

The Sardine Run
The largest biomass migration on earth, known as the
#GreatestShoalonEarth, is completely unique to the KZN
South Coast, attracting sharks, gamefish, marine mammals and
birds to the surge in sardine activity very close to shore.

For more information, visit
www.visitkznsouthcoast.co.za; the ‘South
Coast Tourism’ Facebook page or follow
@infosouthcoast on Twitter.

7 Blue Flag Beaches
This incredible coastal region is also home to the most Blue Flag
Beaches in Africa - Lucien, Ramsgate, Marina, Trafalgar, Southport,
Umzumbe and Hibberdene.

Make sure you #visitkznsouthcoast
for a world-first experience!

We encourage visitors to

find your adventure ...

GREAT DRIVES OUT • culture & heritage • SPORTING • RELAXATION • FUN

explore our DIVERSE DESTINATION!
Stepping off the beach, your outdoor escapade continues into the majestic surroundings of our coastal paradise in the Zulu Kingdom,
stretching between the Umkomaas and Umtamvuna Rivers. Here you will discover an adventure for everyone - the eco-conscious, the
sports enthusiast, the thrill-seeker and admirer of culture and heritage to name a few. Ugu South Coast Tourism welcomes you to our
destination and its many attractions.

fishNETad_UGU12_19

Call 0 3 9 6 8 2 7 9 4 4 or visit our website for more
information on events and our great destinations!

WWW.VISITKZNSOUTHCOAST.CO.ZA
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Vredefort Dome World Heritage Site

A region of great contrasts!

Siesta Guest House

Escape from the city rut and enjoy rustic, rural getaways in the Northern Free State. Visit
the world’s largest and oldest meteorite impact site, the Vredefort Dome; go wine-tasting
along the Riemland Wine Route or view the hi-tech columns of the Chemical Hub of SA in
Sasolburg. The region is easily accessible from anywhere in the country and is serviced by
OR Tambo International Airport.

Vredefort Dome World Heritage Site
The Vredefort Dome near Parys was declared South Africa’s seventh International World Heritage Site in 2005.
Recognised as the largest and oldest meteorite impact site in the world, the area is an important research and study
field for geologists from around the globe. The frost-free climate of the Dome area provides for an abundance of rich
plant, bird and wildlife. Like an oasis, it is a striking contrast to the expansive flat plains of the Northern Free State and
North West Province.
Savannah Cheetah Foundation

Accommodation
The Vaal River, the life-giving backbone of the region, is not only the playground of water sports enthusiasts but offers
a selection of beautifully-set and luxury accommodation facilities on the banks of this giant waterway. In the Parys area,
the Vredefort Dome forms the perfect backdrop for up-market country lodges as well as a luxury en suite tented camp
in a real bushveld setting.

Namahadi Arts & Cultural Centre

The rest of the region offers a variety of accommodation options – ranging from caravan parks and camping sites, to
five-star graded lodges and guests houses – to suit the most budget conscious and adventurous, as well as more
laid-back guests and families. Some of the guest houses in the smaller towns are housed in historical old sandstone
buildings and offers excellent accommodation at “platteland” prices.

Savannah Cheetah Foundation
Amongst the 21 species of game on this farm, you will find the Savannah Cheetah Foundation, a research
conservation programme that is dedicated to wildlife education and awareness. Since 2001, several litters of Cheetahs
have been lovingly hand-reared at the Foundation. Visitors can enjoy a game drive and come up close to the
Foundation’s Cheetah Ambassadors, all of which have been hand-reared in captivity. The Savannah Cheetah
Foundation is accredited by the Zoological Association of America and the Endangered Wildlife Trust.
Riemland Wine Route

Arts and Crafts
Along the journey, visitors to the region can expect to come across numerous crafters selling traditional beadwork and
other handcrafts. Visual artworks by various local and national artists are also on display at a number of art galleries
and craft centres. Traditional dresses and hand-embroidered bed linen can be bought in several towns.

Riemland Wine Route
Parys

Along the R57, near the historical town of Heilbron, lie two eco-tourism retreats offering superb accommodation and
the Riemland Wine Route. Four up-market Cape cellars are nestled within the two registered conservancies, offering
visitors the exciting opportunity to experience wine-tasting in true Free State character and tradition. The Wine cellars
on route include Boland Wines, trading as Francolin Creek Cellar; Swartland, trading as Stadlerheim Cellar; Simonsig
Cellar and, Van Loveren Wines, trading as Goedehoop Cellars. All of the cellars are accommodated in exquisitely
renovated old sandstone buildings.

For more information: Tel: (016) 970 8600, (016) 970 8834 Fax: 016 970 8733 Email: E-mail:
tourism@feziledabi.gov.za

Visit the Northern Free State @ www.feziledabi.gov.za
Water Sports
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A spontaneous movement towards the
establishment of conservation areas has
recently emerged from within the Fezile
Dabi District.

Steynsrus

Presently a total of four registered conservation
areas exist in the Fezile Dabi District Municipality area.
The most important move came from the two clusters
of farmers in the Heilbron district when Ghoya Africa
and Francolin Creek conservancies were established to
preserve the unique grassland and historical heritage of
the area. Francolin Creek Conservancy is named after
the Francolin bird that occurs in abundance on the
conservancy. Ghoya Africa Conservancy is named for
the Leghoya ruins scattered around the conservancy –
the remains of ancient corbelled huts once inhabited by
the Iron Age Leghoya people. Activities offered by the
conservancies include game drives, horse trails, hiking
trails, 4x4 trails, fishing, picknicking and mountain biking.
Another conservancy is Deneysville (a small town),
which is situated on the banks of the Vaal Dam. This is
a registered urban conservancy with a plethora of bird
life, with 240 bird species. The annual bird count takes
place in January attracting bird buffs from around South
Africa. It is a common occurrence to see hedgehog, hare
and porcupine wandering in town. The ruins of the San’s
and Khoikho’s stone dwellings can be seen in the area.
There is also an interesting exhibition of artifacts in the
Deneysville library.

Wild Waters is also a conservancy situated on the
banks of the Vaal river in the Vredefort Dome, which
has a large variety of game. Activities include fishing,
fly-fishing, game drives and river rafting.
The Vredefort Dome Conservancy is located near Parys
and straddles both the North West Province and the
Free State across the Vaal River. This conservancy was
established by some landowners of the Vredefort Dome
World Heritage Site, which has been listed as South
Africa’s 7th International World Heritage Site.
Although the conservancy only covers a small part
of the Vredefort Dome Meteorite Impact Structure, it
represents the more visible central granite core and other
above ground geological formations, as well as certain
interesting and aesthetically pleasing landscapes and
diverse ecosystems. It is also relatively close to tourism
markets and access routes and has more recently been
growing its tourism products. Apart from its natural
beauty, the conservancy also offers a rich cultural backdrop
comprising a number of interesting archaeological and
mining sites and historical aspects.

Advanced
non-surgical
medical
aesthetics
procedures
Laserderm offers the most advanced
treatments that have revolutionised
laser and aesthetic procedures.
Endorsed by leading dermatologists
and plastic surgeons; with clinics
throughout South Africa, we’ve
achieved our reputation and
credibility over the last 22 years.

Anti ageing, Skin, Wrinkles, Pigmentation, Rejuvenation, Resurfacing, Lifting,
Tightening, Body Sculpting, Fat Freezing, Cellulite, Hair Removal, Tattoo Removal,
Facial Veins, Scar Revision
Dermatologists, Aesthetic Practitioners, Specialist Laser Operators

Book your consultation today
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Editor's Note

Summer 2019/2020
Finally! It’s the end of the year. Summer is here, and we can kick back

and relax. For many it will be several glorious weeks of fun in the sun.

take our readers to all of these castles, palaces and great places, and

For those less fortunate it will perhaps only be a few days of relaxation

few more.

and recharging over Christmas and New Year. Many of us will be
Our colleagues Zainab Achmat and Jared Ruttenberg were fortunate

reuniting with family and friends.

Johannesburg

to have spent some time in wonderful KwaZulu-Natal, so in this edition
Whichever it is, we know you will make the most of it and have a

much of our local travel focus is on that province and all it offers. As

great time. And from all of us here at Mzanzitravel, we wish you, our

Jared asks: why choose between the mountain, the bush and the beach,

readers, advertisers and friends, a truly magnificent festive season and

when in KwaZulu-Natal you can have it all? And we’d like to thank SA

a wonderful 2020. And we thank you for your wonderful support this

Tourism for inviting and hosting Zainab in KwaZulu-Natal to not only

past year.

enjoy all the many hidden delights of the Drakensberg region, but to

PASS

also attend the media launch of Tourism Month by Tourism Minister
As we say farewell to 2019 and ring in the New Year with champagne

Mmamoloko Kubayi-Ngubane.

corks popping and bands striking up, on page 98 we list many of the
major events, happenings and places around the country where you can

We also have a feature on viewing South Africa through the eyes of a

be merry, watch the final show of 2019 and count down the minutes to

bird, that is, from high up above in planes, helicopters, hot air balloons,

2020. Also, don’t forget to check out our regular Events Calendar on

or from paragliders, hang gliders and parachutes. And finally, we travel

page 20 for more fun things to do this summer around the country.

to beautiful, enchanting Madagascar, the island where a hint of vanilla

Constitution Hill & Heritage

Apartheid Museum

Site

always lingers in the air. I hope, as always, you will have fun reading this
Have you ever wondered what it must be like to enjoy a relaxing,

edition and please remember, if there’s anything you want to tell us, we

pampered cruise on board one of those giant luxury cruise ships? Well

always appreciate feedback from our readers. Please also don’t forget

wonder no more. By the time you read this, South Africa’s summer

to visit our website and check out our Hidden Gems travel blog.

cruise season will be in full swing and in this edition we tell you all you
want to know.

Have plenty of fun this summer, please don’t drink and drive, take it easy

Few people know or realise it, but South Africa is home to no fewer than

Sci-Bono Discovery Centre

Carlton Centre - Top of Africa

and see you next year.

7 officially recognised kingdoms, plus a further 6 kingdoms not officially
Africa’s oldest lost kingdoms dating all the way back to 1075. And when
the Dutch arrived at the Cape in 1652, they built their colony around
a castle that still stands and is the oldest building in South Africa. We

Stef
Sci-Bono Climbing Wall

Discover Nosy Be

Johannesburg Zoo

1

da y
Bus Ticket

47385

recognised, plus what may be Africa’s only queenship, as well as one of

Image courtesy Sakatia Lodge.

Image courtesy Sakatia Lodge.

Image courtesy Time + Tide.
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Planning your next unique
adventure holiday?

CEO

Zainab Achmat

Airlink flies directly to Nosy Be from Johannesburg. Nosy Be is a small, unspoiled
island off the coast of Madagascar’s north-western coast, where you can soak
up the sun on many sandy island beaches. Swim, snorkel or scuba-dive through
crystal-clear, calm, warm waters, home to pristine coral reefs and exotic marine
life. Discover a selection of rare wildlife, including troops of lemurs and the panther
chameleon. Why not start planning your trip to paradise today? Alternatively,
Airlink offers daily direct flights to the capital of Madagascar, Antananarivo.
flyairlink.com

@fly_airlink

Fly Airlink
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South Africa

Tintswalo Atlantic - Africa Photographic - Francois van Zyl

SA tourism minister Mmamoloko Kubayi-Ngubane
encourages local tourism
Drakensberg - Launching South Africa’s Tourism Month campaign
in September in the Drakensberg, KwaZulu-Natal, tourism
minister Mmamoloko Kubayi-Ngubane strongly encouraged
South Africans to explore their beautiful country. The minister
said she understood that the historical past made it impossible
for a majority of South Africans to travel and thus even today that
historical reality still shows, which is why she’d like to encourage
them to explore their country. “One of the concerns often raised
about traveling mainly by South Africans is the affordability of
traveling. As we announce the Shot’ Left travel week, we are
cognisant that it still doesn’t speak to what many have raised
with us and we will continue to improve on it using the feedback

Springboks Rugby World Cup victory
impacts positively on South African
tourism

Cape Town – South Africa’s national
rugby team the Springboks lifting
the Webb Ellis Cup after winning
the Rugby World Cup 2019 in
Japan, is a sign of global strength
and commitment to excellence
and competence and has had a
positive impact on tourism to South
Africa. The Springboks adding the
goodwill of South African branding

they have provided to us,” she said. The theme for this year’s
World Tourism Day was “Tourism and jobs – a better future
for all”, which highlights the tourism sector’s vast capability to
create jobs and therefore reduce the country’s unemployment
rate. The total consumption of tourism through domestic and
international tourism for 2018 generated value that directly
accounted for 2.9% of GDP and accounted for 4.5% of our total
employment. Domestic tourism in 2018 contributed R26,4 billion
in revenue. She also said the government was giving special
attention to the issue of safety of tourists. The government
was also working on mechanisms to ensure that people with
low household income know of their options for traveling.

will pull more tourists to visit South
Africa from 2020, according to
South African tourism minister
Mmamoloko Kubayi-Ngubane
who visited China and also Japan
during the Rugby World Cup as part
of her international roadshows to
encourage tourists to visit South
Africa. Statistics confirm that
tourism created more jobs than
manufacturing and mining between
2014 and 2017. In South Africa,
tourism contributed R136.1 billion,
about 2.9 percent of the total
gross domestic product (GDP)
in 2017. When tourism’s indirect
and induced benefits across a very
broad value chain are factored in,
the total contribution amounts to
R412.5 billion, or 8.9 percent of
the GDP.

SCAN &SHARE
ONLINE
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Cape Town’s Tintswalo Atlantic
wins international Condé Nast
Johansens award

Cape Town - The well-known 5-star Tintswala
Atlantic boutique lodge situated at the foot
of Chapman’s Peak, Hout Bay, has won the
coveted 2020 Condé Nast Johansens Award for
Excellence in the category of Best for Weddings,
Parties or Special Occasions in the Asia, Africa,
Indian Ocean and Middle East region. Condé
Nast Johansens is a global collection of luxury
hotels, spas and venues approved by local
experts from the publishers of Vogue, GQ and
Condé Nast Traveller. Created to acknowledge,
reward and celebrate excellence across the
hotels, spas and venues within the collection, the
Condé Nast Johansens Awards for Excellence
are a widely recognised and trusted mark of
quality. Tintswalo Atlantic offers twelve island
themed suites include a luxurious 2-bedroom
Presidential suite.
Source: Fivestar PR

SA government’s moves to
bolster tourism and investment
Pretoria - Tourism in South Africa is one of the
key economic areas identified by the government
for investment and growth. To this end President
Cyril Ramaphosa recently announced changes
to the visa regime and also appointed former
tourism minister Derek Hanekom and Elizabeth
Thabethe, the current deputy tourism minister
as special envoys to help with his drive to attract
$100bn in new investment. The two will focus on
investment in the tourism industry. Also as part
of the drive to further grow tourism, Ramaphosa
has prioritised immigration reform and changes to
the visa regime. More countries have been added
to the list of visa-free nations for inward tourism,
the requirements on unabridged birth certificates
for young tourists have been abolished, and the
government will be piloting a new e-visa portal
later this year. Through the e-visas, applicants
will be able to access visa’s online, eliminating the
need for applicants to travel long distances to visit
South African missions abroad to acquire visas.
The government has also located visa services
within the offices of various investment facilitation
agencies around the country. In addition visa
requirements have been simplified for countries
such as China and India, which are key markets for
tourism to South Africa, while visa requirements
for a number of countries have been waived.

News & Information

Airbnb economic impact
exceeds $685m for SA
in 2018
Johannesburg - According to new survey
findings and an analysis of internal data
released recently, Airbnb’s host and guest
community generated over US$100 billion
in estimated direct economic impact across
30 countries in 2018 alone. During that
same year, the estimated direct economic
impact of Airbnb in South Africa was
more than $685 million – or over R9.7
billion. “Travel on Airbnb is helping to
spread tourism benefits to more families,
communities and local businesses,” says
Velma Corcoran, Airbnb Country Manager
for Sub-Saharan Africa. “It’s never been
easier to travel to and stay in South Africa’s
smaller towns.” Locally, there has been a
significant increase in host earnings on
Airbnb in smaller towns. Mossel Bay, for
example, saw a year-on-year increase of
over 80%, while Saldanha Bay in the Cape
saw an increase of almost 60% over the
same period. Host earnings in Garden
Route towns such as Knysna, Plettenberg
Bay and George increased by 48%, 58%
and 74%, respectively.
Source: www.tourismupdate.co.za

South Africa Tourism seeks
boost from Canada

South African passport holders can now visit 100
destinations without a visa
Pretoria - South African passport holders
can now visit 100 destinations without
having to get a visa beforehand. The
SA passport has also moved up one
notch to 53rd position on the latest
Henley Passport Index released this
week. Regionally, Seychelles (26th
position globally), Mauritius (30) and
South Africa (53) remain the top three
passports on the index. The index is
based on data from the International Air
Transport Association (IATA). According
to the index report, sub-Saharan African
states are moving to liberalise their visa
regimes in accordance with the goals
of the African Continental Free Trade
Agreement (AfCFTA). According to
Amanda Smit, managing partner and
head of South, East and Central Africa
of Henley & Partners, the latest countries
to relax their visa regimes are Namibia
and Sierra Leone, both of which now
offer visa-on-arrival access to a number
Toronto - South Africa tourism officials
recently went on a mission to Canada where
representatives from Destination South Africa
met with agents and travel media journalists
in Toronto as part of a cross-continent tour
to drum up more visitors. Faced with a 30%
unemployment rate, government officials
in South Africa are hoping to double their
visitation numbers between now and 2030;
an ambitious goal. “The travel trade and travel
media are critical” if that goal is to be reached,
said Sthembiso Dlamini, acting director, South
African Tourism. “South Africa is an amazing
destination and has an amazing story to tell,”
she said at a downtown Toronto roundtable.
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of African states. Globally Japan and
Singapore retain the first place on index,
each with a visa-free or visa-on-arrival
score of 190 out of a maximum 227.
With visa-free or visa-on-arrival scores of
188, Finland, Germany, and South Korea
remain in second place, while Denmark,
Italy, and Luxembourg are in third place,
with citizens of those countries now able
to access 187 destinations worldwide
without requiring a visa in advance. The
UAE has climbed five places over the
last three months after gaining visa-free
access to a number of African countries,
including South Africa, and now sits in
15th place, with UAE passport holders
able to access 172 destinations without
a prior visa.
Source: Carin Smith, Fin24

“Boosting tourism is at the top of the government
agenda.” Some 68,000 Canadians visited South
Africa in 2018. Tourism officials want to boost
that to 200,000 by 2030 if they can. One key
likely is establishing direct flights between
Canada and South Africa, something that
doesn’t now exist but that they’re working
on. South African Airways and Air Canada
are potential partners, officials said, but they
need to stimulate demand before the airlines
set up new flights.
Source: Jim Byers, Travel Pulse Canada
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Rwanda ranked Africa’s
top emerging travel
destination

Africa
WTM London 2019: Community
tourism has potential to improve
opportunities for African women
London - Community tourism can improve opportunities for women
in Africa, a session hosted by Women in Travel at WTM London
has revealed. The panel discussion “How Can We Use Travel
and Tourism to Stimulate Women Empowerment and Gender
Equity in the African Continent?” invited Sthembiso Dlamini, chief
operating officer and acting chief executive at South African
Tourism; Abigail Mbalo, head chef and founder at 4Roomed
eKasi Culture; Zina Bencheikh, regional general manager EMEA
at Peak DMC; and Amelia Diaz, tourism development specialist
at the International Trade Centre (ITC) to the stage. According
to moderator Alessandra Alonso, founder of Women in Travel,
55% of all businesses in Africa are owned by women and 60%
to 70% of employees in travel and tourism are female. Recent
trends have shown that travellers are looking for immersive
experiences such as going into local communities, which then
begins to impact that community, said Dlamini. Through this, tour
operators have the “opportunity to empower women in the way
they design tours”, said Bencheikh. This can range from using
female tour guides, to offering experiences or activities that give
women in African communities the chance to be entrepreneurs,
“even in places where there is a big cultural barrier”. An example
of this is a project ITC runs in Gambia where cookery tours with
local women are offered.

Kigali - Rwanda has been ranked as
the top Africa destination to travel to
in 2020 and among the top 30 globally
by Travel Lemming which recognizes
trending destinations. Winners were
selected after voting by 30 of the most
popular travel bloggers in the industry,
who collectively sport more than 12
million followers on social media.
Among the attributes that were listed
by voters on why Rwanda was an ideal

destination is the growing connectivity
via the national carrier RwandAir, safety
and conservation efforts.
Those who voted for Rwanda said among
other things that this East African pearl
is changing the African travel narrative
in so many way and offers a unique
cultural mix and beautiful natural
surrounds - while most people go to
see the gorillas there are lots of other
cultural heritage sites and experiences
to be had.
Source: Collins Mwai, The New Times

(Rwanda)

Important dates change for East Africa Tourism
& Hospitality Expo 24 - 26 January 2020
Moshi Urban, Tanzania – New dates
have been announced for the East Africa
Tourism & Hospitality Expo 2020 to be
held at the Ushirika Stadium, Moshi
Urban, Tanzania in January. The expo
was originally scheduled to take place
in November but had to be changed
because the government of Tanzania
announced that local government
elections would take place on 24
November. Therefore, the new dates
for the expo are 24-26 January 2020.
The expo is largest travel expo in East
Africa, offering the ideal platform for
B2B meetings between leading African
products and top-producing global
buyers. EATHE will be a platform
which connects all stakeholders for
each to capitalize the opportunities
for their own utilities. The event is

estimated to engage at least 400+
exhibitors and 5000 attendees from
the travel industry globally and in this
region, over 3,000 of these attendees
are trade visitors (buyers).

Source: TTGMedia.com / Charlotte Flach

global
Winners of WTM
International Travel
& Tourism Awards
announced
London - The winners of the second International
Travel & Tourism Awards, presented by WTM
London, were announced recently at a glittering
awards ceremony in London. The awards were
presented to the winners in front of an audience
of almost 500 senior industry professionals.
Judged by an independent panel of experts
from around the world, the awards showcase
the best in 16 categories of the global travel and
tourism industry. To see who the winners were
in each category, go to: https://awards.wtm.
com/international-travel-and-tourism-awards/
winners-2019/.
Source: WTM

World Tourism Awards 2019
presented
London - The 2019 World Tourism Awards were presented,
during the opening day of WTM London at Excel London
recently. The honourees were Matthew D. Upchurch of
Virtuoso, Asilia Africa, Nikoi Island/ The Island Foundation
and Me to We (we.org). Peter Greenberg, CBS News
Travel Editor and multi-Emmy award-winning investigative
reporter and world-renowned travel expert, hosted the
Awards presentation. The World Tourism Awards, now
celebrating its 22nd Anniversary, is co- sponsored by The
New York Times, United Airlines, The Travel Corporation
and Reed Travel Exhibitions. The World Tourism Awards
were established to “recognise individuals, companies,

organisations, destinations and attractions for outstanding
initiatives related to the travel and tourism industry, and in
fostering sustainable tourism and developing programmes
that give back to local communities.” The World Tourism
Awards honoured Matthew D. Upchurch, CTC, Chairman &
CEO of Virtuoso, in recognition of Virtuoso’s commitment
to sustainable tourism practices. A World Tourism Award
was also presented to Asilia Africa, in recognition of Asilia’s
multi-pronged approach to make a positive impact on the
local communities, wildlife and vital ecosystems of East
Africa. Nikoi Island/ The Island Foundation also received a
World Tourism Award in recognition of Nikoi Island and its
commitment to sustainability by having a positive impact
on the local culture, community, conservation. Me to We
(WE.ORG) was honoured with a World Tourism Award in
recognition of Me to We’s impact through its partnership
with WE Charity, providing more than 1 million people
with clean water, building 1,500 schools overseas, and
empowering children with access to education. The Award
itself, Caring for Our World, sponsored by VisitMalta, was
specially designed and handcrafted on the Mediterranean
Island of Malta by Mdina Glass, and celebrates the qualities
of leadership and vision that inspire others to care for all
people around the Globe.
Source: Tatiana Rokou, TravelDailyNews.com

Inverdoorn Private Game Reserve is situated under 2.5 hours from Cape Town, in the vastness of the majestic Tankwa Karoo. With thick wooded
Acacia river beds and magnificent golden mountains on the horizon, Inverdoorn provides the ultimate tranquil Big 5 safari experience.

RESERVATIONS: 021 422 0013 | INFO@INVERDOORN.COM
WWW.INVERDOORN.COM | BIG 5 SAFARI UNDER 2.5 HOURS FROM CAPE TOWN

INVERDOORN
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EVENTS
this summer

Aah summer… the endless summer is here! And with it as always comes an action-packed
programme of great summer fun things to do, whether watching your favourite bands,
taking in the thrills and spills of a gruelling inflatable race, letting your hair down as the
clock counts down to the New Year, taking in a concert in the park or whatever your fancy
is. Here we list some of the really great things to do this summer. Have fun!

November

Murmakova; iStock

31 October – 7 February

December

The V&A Silo Concert Series
Silo District, V&A Waterfront, Cape Town
Every Friday between October and February,
visitors and locals can enjoy a free concert
in this popular concert series attracting the
best local artists and performers and then
go see the latest art exhibition right there at
Zeitz MOCAA. Tel 021 408 7600.

Kirstenbosch

18 November – 31 March

Kirstenbosch Summer Sunset Concerts
Kirstenbosch National Botanical Gardens, Cape
Town
A firm summer favourite with local and visitors
alike. Bring your family and friends, your picnic
baskets and blankets, and find a spot on the grass
in front of the open-air stage where every Sunday
over the summer you will be entertained by the
best local and international acts. Watch the press
for details.
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Joe Sung Yune; iStock

2 December

Adderley Street Festive Lights Switch-On
Adderley Street, Cape Town
Come join in the fun of Cape Town’s biggest
impromptu street party as the mayor
switches on the festive lights covering one of
Cape Town and SA’s older streets. Plenty of
stall for food and beverages.

events

December

6 December – 11 January

Peter Pan on Ice
Teatro at Montecasino, Fourways,
Johannesburg
The Imperial Ice Stars return to South Africa
with their brand-new show, Peter Pan on Ice.
This magical show will transport children
and adults alike away on a fantastical
journey in this classic tale of magic and
make-believe, staged on real ice and
showcasing 23 former World, European and
National Championship-level skaters. Not
Creativemarc, iStock
to be missed! Tel 011 461 9744 or 0861 44
77 44.

RAINER KLOTZ; iStock

4 December

Alexander Raths; iStock
Anna Omelchenko; iStock

Drakensberg Boys Choir Live Concert
Cathkin Park, KwaZulu-Natal
Come and listen to one of the world’s oldest
and most famous boys’ choirs perform their
choral, classical and rock music, as well
as a full second half of their indigenous
repertoire, all in the magical natural setting
of the Drakensberg. From 6 – 8 December
they will also be presenting Christmas in the
Berg. Tel 036 468 1012.

5-8 December

Abantu Book Festival
Soweto, Gauteng
This event has firmly established itself as
one of the most popular cultural events
in South Africa - feast of colours, crafts,
cultures, cuisine, art and of course, books
and more books.

14 December

6 December – 12 January
The Rocky Horror Show
Artscape Opera House, Foreshore, Cape
Town
This show has delighted millions in more
than 30 countries since it first opened
in London in June 1973, having become
the world’s favourite rock musical. The
Rocky Horror Show famously combines
science-fiction, horror, comedy and music
while encouraging you to come dressed in
outrageous fancy dress. Tel 021 421 7839.

Darling Summer Beer Festival
Darling, Western Cape
This little town known more for its spring
flowers and satirist Pieter Dirk Uys, comes
alive every December when its showcases a
variety of craft beers and ciders. Hosts are
the local brewery, Darling Brew.
THE ABHISHEK’S PHOTOGRAPHY; iStock

7 December

Goduka Music Festival
King Zwelithini Stadium, Durban
An annual music festival featuring different
genres of music such as Gospel, Maskandi,
Kwaito and many more. Tel 0861 915 8000.
Panama7; iStock

5 - 7 December

Playtopia MGA 2019
The Castle, Cape Town
This 3-day gaming and arts festival
featuring over 40 Indie participants in
SA’s premier celebration and showcasing
of local and international indie games,
interactive and digital art and music.
Strictly 18 years plus. Tel 021 424 9308.

15 December

Festival of Chariots
Sea Point, Cape Town
This 5,000-year old tradition offers plenty
of fun with a parade of colourful chariots,
singing and dancing, Hare Krishna foods,
books and more. It also provides a true taste
of Indian culture seen through the experience
of the Hare Krishna movement, a branch of
Hinduism. Note: it’s not a religious festival,
but a cultural one.

15-31 December

Litchi Festival
Salt Rock, KwaZulu-Natal
Every year the annual Litchi Festival draws
the crowds to the spectacular Dolphin
Coast north of Ballito in a celebration of this
delicious fruit.

events

28 December – 1 January

RomanKhomlyak; iStock

15-16 December

Eden Kite Festival
Sedgefield, Garden Route
Established in 2015, this fun kite-flying
and demonstration event grows ever more
popular each year.

16 December

Day of Reconciliation
South Africa
This public holiday is an annual reminder
of South Africa’s divided past and its
reconciliation as the rainbow nation since
1994. Major gatherings take place in
different parts of the country, with different
keynote speakers. Watch the media for
details.

The Trans Agulhas Challenge
Plettenburg Bay, Mossel Bay, Stilbaai, Struisbaai,
Uilkraalsmond to Strand
Every year on 28 December the Trans-Agulhas
Challenge, known as the ‘world’s toughest inflatable
boat race’, gets underway in Plettenberg Bay. This
year’s race will be the 31st one with a field of over
40 boats. The first stage ends at Mossel Bay, with
subsequent stages each ending at Stilbaai, Struisbaai,
and Uilkraalsmond respectively, before the race ends
in Strand on New Year’s Day. The exciting starts and
finishes can be watched up close from the various
beaches along the route. There are always plenty of
Vanessa van Rensburg-Shutterstock spills and thrills.
Web www.trans-agulhas.com.

28 December

Unplugged62 Festival
Barrydale
Date still to be confirmed. Taking its name
from South Africa’s famous Route 62 and
staged in the unofficial capital of this route
over the New Year’s weekend, the festival
annually brings together revellers, great
food and drink, and top-notch live acts in
the fabulous setting of the Joubert-Tradauw
Wine Farm in Barrydale.
Phone +27 (0)82 304 9000.

31 December

Mother City Queer Project New Year’s Eve
Party
TAU Cape Town & Crew Bar, Cape Town
A mother of a party with three dance floors,
multiple acts and performers, incredible
décor, street-based stretch-tents and 5 wellstocked bars. Website https://mcqp.co.za.

DianeBentleyRaymond; iStock

31 December

24 & 31 December

Christmas marching bands & Malay choirs
Wale Street, Cape Town
Come watch the Christmas bands and Malay
choirs (known locally as “nagtroepe”) as they
march, dance and sing their way up Wale
Street in the city centre. Strictly speaking
they are not part of the Minister Carnival that
starts on 2 January, although closely related
and every bit as lively, musical and colourful.

26 December

Boxing Day Cricket Test SA v England
SuperSport Park, Centurion
Enjoy the start of the first cricket test on
Boxing Day on the grass at SuperSport Park
as England kick off their SA summer tour.

iStock

29 December – 1 January

Smoking Dragon Festival
Bergville, Northern Drakensberg
This three-day music festival ushering
in the New Year takes place at the
Amphitheatre Backpackers Lodge near
Bergville just off the R74. The festival
brings together musicians, performance
artists and storytellers to celebrate New
Year. It is situated in the foothills of the
beautiful Drakensberg Mountains range,
overlooking the Tugela Falls. This popular
event has grown into a monster of a party,
as its name suggests.
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New Year’s Festival of Lights
Nieu-Bethesda, Eastern Cape
The mesmerising New Year’s Eve Lantern
Parade held annually in this small Karoo
town never fails to entertain, delight and fill
people with the spirit of Christmas. Make
your own lantern or get one here. Tel 049
841-1731.

January
1 – 31 January

Kaapse Klopse / Cape Minstrel Carnival
Cape Town
This is South Africa’s oldest and most lively
and colourful carnival, going back to the
19th century and the time of slavery. Ten
thousand dancers, marchers and musicians
in colourful costumes and painted faces
take over the streets of central Cape
Town on 2 January, with the party and
competitions continuing the entire January
at the Green Point Stadium and other
venues. Tel 021 794 1619.

events

January
Alessandro Cristiano; iStock

25 January - 3 February

3 January

New Year’s Cricket Test SA v England
Newlands, Cape Town
The cricket action moves to Cape Town for the
start of the 2nd test match, or traditional New
Year’s Test, under the oak trees.

Johannesburg International Mozart
Festival Johannesburg
The 10th Johannesburg International
Mozart Festival this year will be presenting
one week of amazing concerts and
cultural events all under the theme “Ein
Musikalischer Spass”. Come see and hear
these world-class conductors, musicians
and orchestras in action at several different
venues. Tel 011 447 9264 or visit:
www.join-mozart-festival.org.

16 January

26 January

Mitch Gunn-Shutterstock

3rd Cricket Test SA v England
St George’s Park, Port Elizabeth
Port Elizabeth plays host to the 3rd cricket test
between England and South Africa. After an
early morning dip in the ocean, this is just the
place to come and chill for the rest of the day
watching the action out on the pitch.

The Sun Met Horse Race
Kenilworth Racecourse, Cape Town
One of SA’s two premier horse races and the
biggest on the summer race calendar, the
world-famous Met is always an extravaganza
of thoroughbreds, fashion, entertainment and
partying long after the horses have returned
to their stables.

17 January – 1 March

February

The Rocky Horror Show
Teatro at Montecasino, Fourways,
Johannesburg
After its run in Cape Town this world-famous
and long-running show – 45 years – moves to
Montecasino in Johannesburg. This show has
delighted millions in more than 30 countries
since it first opened in London in June 1973.
Tel 0861 44 77 44.

24 January

4th Cricket Test SA v England
Imperial Wanderers Stadium, Johannesburg
The final test of the English cricket tour starts
here. Come and enjoy the fun and excitement.

24 January – 9 February

Marvel Universe Live
Sun Arena, Time Square, Pretoria
Come see the action and all the thrills as the
Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy and
Spider-Man join forces with Doctor Strange
to recover the Wand of Watoomb before
it falls into Loki’s hands. Cutting-edge
special effects, aerial manoeuvres,
pyrotechnics, martial arts, motorcycle
stunts, vast 3D video projections, strobe
lighting, lasers, pyrotechnics, fire and much
more. Tel 0861 915 8000.

Andrei Kuzniatsou; iStock

7-10 February 2019

Up the Creek Music Festival
Swellendam
It can be billed as one river, three stages,
loads of the best river-rocking music and
entertaining crowds of whacky music lovers.
The Western Cape platteland’s most famous
music festival and biggest jol on the banks of
the Breede River where every year some 3,000
people gather for 4 days of fun. Email caitlin@
redhotevents.co.za or Tel 021 510 0547 / 084
942 2237.

8-9 February

Midmar Mile
Howick, KwaZulu-Natal
Held each year at the Midmar Dam north
of Pietermaritzburg the Midmar Mile is the
world’s largest open water swimming event.

1-2 February

Drak Challenge
Sani Road, Underberg, Drakensberg,
KwaZulu-Natal
This canoe marathon in the Berg is one of
the three largest races in South Africa and
covers a massive 72 kilometres with some 1
000 paddlers participating.
lcswart; iStock

1-2 February

Berry Festival
Haenertsburg, Limpopo
With the charming little village of
Haenertsburg set in the beautiful
Magoebaskloof valley on the route to
the Kruger National Park, this is the ideal
location for old and young to enjoy this
popular berries and health-focused festival
with the surrounding area offering plenty
more. Tel Gloria 074 083 7008.

16-23 February

The Herald Cycle Tour
Addo, Eastern Cape
The Herald Cycle Tour will again see both
professional and amateur cyclists testing
their strength and expertise on the routes set
out in this beautiful part of the country.

22 February - 1 March

Cape Town Pride Festival
Waterkant, Cape Town
This festival draws people from all over
the world. Some of the attractions and fun
include a Pride Film Premiere, a Red Party,
workshops, a pool party, Mr and Ms Cape
Town Pride pageant, an interfaith service,
sunset beach picnic, a book fair, a Pink Ball
and much more. Dates yet to be confirmed.
CTR PHOTOS, iStock

BLUE MOUNTAIN LUXURY LODGE
Blue Mountain Lodge is a five star lodge, renowned for its warmth and personal service. A romantic setting for the faint hearted, colonial style with
soaring ceilings and cool deep verandas, overlooking farmlands and indigenous forest. Each suite boost its own fireplace and ensuite bathroom. Guests set
their own pace for breakfast, sundowners on the veranda and dinner in a fine dining restaurant done in a African / French style. The walk-in cellar offers the
guest to choose wine directly off the shelf. This is a perfect hide way for Royalty, statesmen and celebrities. Day excursions to Panorama route or Kruger
National Park can be arranged. This is the epitomy of luxury and tranquillity…
Contact details :

res@bluemountain-lodge.com | +27 (0) 13 590 5030 (lodge) | +27 (0) 65 624 1930

TSITSIKAMMA LODGE
WWW.

EAGLE - ENCOUNTERS.CO.ZA
3 INTERACTIVE FLYING SHOWS DAILY

SHOW TIMES:
11:00, 14:00 & 16:00

15:00 SECRETARY BIRD SNAKE HUNT SIMULATION
PERSONAL INTERACTIONS

OWLS, FOXES, SNAKES, LIZARDS, TORTOISES, DEER, PIGS & GOATS

PERSONAL ENCOUNTERS

WAHLBERG’S AND/OR VERREAUX’S EAGLES
Spier Wine Farm, Baden Powell Drive (R310), Stellenbosch +27 (0)84 037 5523

ENTRANCE FEES:
ADULTS R80 CHILDREN R65
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Travel Tips

Summertime is beach time for most South Africans. And while it’s great to
lose yourself among the crowds and the action on some of South Africa’s bestknown and most popular beaches, sometimes we need to relax away from
the maddening crowd, surrounded only by nature, peace and quiet. So, in this
edition in our 8 of the Best series we bring you eight fabulous, mostly small but
always hidden-away beaches you may never have heard of, and which you might
wish to try out this summer. At some of these you may well be the only human
being all day long; at others there will never be more than a handful of people.
Peace and tranquillity is guaranteed!
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Port Nolloth
A stone’s throw south of the
touristy hustle and bustle of
Cape Town’s Boulders Beach
with its famous penguin colony,
along an almost hidden
pathway you’ll find Windmill
Beach. Also set among large
boulders typical of the area,
the 200m long sandy cove
has warm, crystal clear water
for swimming. The little bay,
located in the Froggy Pond
area of Simon’s Town below
a golf course, if you look
on a map, offers plenty of
protection against the summer’s
southeaster wind. During the
week it’s usually empty and
quiet, but over weekends its
popular with families who
camp out for the day. While
it’s never really crowded, do

If you find yourself anywhere
near the Northern Cape coastline
this summer and need some
beach solitude, you won’t find
better than this. The small fishing
village of Port Nolloth close to
the diamond fields around the
mouth of the Orange River is
about as far away from it all as
you can get. Beaches like this
sandy little bay are dotted all
along the coast here, while a
long stretch of pure white sand
meets the azure blue ocean all
along the front of the village.
After enjoying a lazy day on the
beach you can enjoy a good meal
and some drinks in the village,
while the surrounding area
also offers plenty to do
and see.

come early to find a good
spot. Excellent for swimming,
boulder exploration, snorkelling,
kayaking, picnics, or simply
lazing the time away. There’s
parking not too far away and
clean toilets as well. If you
follow the footpaths that line
the coast along here, or the
boardwalk from Boulders Beach,
you’ll come across many more
such hidden away, absolutely
breathtakingly beautiful little
beaches.

iStock-Thomas Brissiaud

iStock-Jenhung Huang

Windmill Beach
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SHOOT REAL

FIREARMS

ASSAULT RIFLES SUB-MACHINE GUNS PISTOLS
SNIPER RIFLES SHOTGUNS REVOLVERS

. LARGE SELECTION OF
GUNS TO SHOOT
. PACKAGES AVAILABLE
. CORPORATE PACKAGES
. BACHELOR PARTIES
. TEAM BUILDING
. SOUVENIRS
/gunfunsa
/gunfunsa

Try thi s
!

Visit us @ 57 Hout Street Cape Town
+27 (0)21 423 0465
info@gunfun.co.za
www.gunfun.co.za

MONDAY TO FRIDAY: 09H00 TO 17H00 | SATURDAYS: 09H00 TO 12H00 | SPECIAL GROUP ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE ACCOMMODATED.

Churchhaven

Except for the seaside areas immediately around the
town of Langebaan, the entire Langebaan Lagoon
is home to one large secluded beach devoid of
overcrowding… and blessed with stunning beauty.
But to narrow it down for our readers’ convenience,
we have singled out a few spots: Churchhaven,
Preekstoel, and Kraalbaai. All three are close to
each other and fall within the West Coast National
Park. They can be accessed by road from the park
entrance on the R27 or from Langebaan town. On
some days your only company will be the seagulls,
and the odd ostrich or tortoise. All three beaches
are located along the western headland that forms
a barrier between the lagoon and the Atlantic Ocean.
Unlike the sea here, the lagoon water is warm, crystal
clear and ideal for swimming.

iStock-eclipseart

Eerste
steen

iStock-Ben1183

Plettenberg Bay on the Garden Route has become one of the
major summer playgrounds in South Africa. But just 8km
south, located on a peninsula that juts out into the Indian
Ocean, lies the Robberg Nature Reserve – beautiful, serene
and isolated. The reserve is also a national monument and
World Heritage Site with a 120 million-years-old history and
caves where people from the middle and stone ages lived.
It is managed by Cape Nature and entry is controlled. But
once inside, you are spoiled for choice of hiking routes,
observation decks, little beaches, swimming spots, dune
walks, spotting animals, whales and dolphin, and much
more, most of it entirely on your own if you so choose.
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Just north of Bloubergstrand going towards Melkbosstrand
along the coastal M14, you’ll find Eerstesteen within the
Blaauwberg Nature Reserve. Not only can you find a nice quiet
spot on the beach with a beautiful view of Table Mountain,
but in spring the small dunes are covered in brightly coloured
flowers. Managed by the City of Cape Town, it’s also one of the
few remaining areas along the coast where braai facilities are
available. Perfect also for swimming, hiking along the beach
or just snoozing under the summer sun with only the sound of
seagulls and gently lapping waves.

Travel Tips

Bayview

Bayview is located on the edge of the bay
where Portuguese seafarer Bartolomeu
Dias in 1488 became the first European
to make contact with the indigenous
Khoekhoen people of Southern Africa.
Today the beautiful stretch of beach
along Bayview provides a lovely view
of the bustling coastal town of Mossel
Bay across the bay, with Seal Island in
between. During the summer holidays parts
of the beach may have many people on
it, but you’ll always find a secluded spot
somewhere along here.

iStock-Gary Martin 83 - SA14 8SR

Holein-the-Wall

pixabay.

iStock-lcswart

The iconic Hole-in-the-Wall has become something
of a symbol of the Eastern Cape’s breathtakingly
beautiful Wild Coast. Spend a lazy day on this
quiet beach watching the sea suck and gush
though this natural giant hole or explore the
island and its hole or the surrounding beaches
where you will find more cattle than humans
lounging about. Hole in the Wall is situated at
the mouth of the Mpako River, some distance
south of Coffee Bay and about 60km off the
N2 as the crow flies. There’s a nearby village
with hotel and restaurant.

Sodwana
Not exactly a small beach, but certainly very secluded
in every sense of the word…that’s Sodwana Bay
and its miles of golden sandy beaches nestling
along the warm waters of the Indian Ocean.
Sodwana lies within the Sodwana Bay National
Park which in turn forms part of the iSimangaliso
Wetland Park and the Maputaland Marine Reserve in
northern KwaZulu-Natal. It has long been a favourite
with sports fishermen and scuba divers, but now with
the area managed by SANParks and iSimangaliso, it
has so much more to offer. Yet it retains its isolated
wilderness charm. This is where you go for the
ultimate getaway.

iStock-Benny Marty
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ABOUT KENYA AIRWAYS | Kenya Airways, a member of the Sky Team Alliance, is a
leading African airline flying to 55 destinations worldwide, 44 of which are in Africa and
carries over four million passengers annually. It continues to modernize its fleet with its 33
aircraft being some of the youngest in Africa. This includes its flagship B787 Dreamliner
aircraft. The on-board service is renowned and the lie-flat business class seat on the wide-

South Africa
•

Connect to Cape Town 12 times a week via Livingston or Vic falls and 5 non stop
flights to Nairobi

•

Johannesburg to Nairobi operates 3 non stop flights daily offering 21 flights per
week

Contact Kenya Airways
Tel: 010 205 00 00 (1)
Email: jnbres@kenya-airways.com
www.kenya-airways.com

Destinations
Africa

body aircraft is consistently voted among the world’s top 10. Kenya Airways takes pride
for being in the forefront of connecting Africa to the World and the World to Africa through
its hub at the new ultra-modern Terminal 1A at the Jomo Kenyatta International Airport in
Nairobi. Kenya Airways celebrated 42 years of operations in January 2018 and was named
Africa Leading Airline 2018 by the World Travel Awards. For more information, please visit
www.kenya-airways.com

KQ Route Map

Destinations
Middle East & Asia

EASTPOINT HOTEL

SERVICES WE OFFER
EASTPOINT HOTEL MOSHI

EastPoint Hotel is located on the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro, in the heart of Moshi town. We offer you a
fantastic view to the Mount Kilimanjaro. The hotel is
an ideal base for mountain hiking trips and safari to
Kilimanjaro, Mount meru and the northern National
Parks or other wilderness area in Northern Tanzania.

Contact Us:
+255688200200

LAUNDRY
FOOD SERVICE
CONFERENCE
AIRPORT TRANSFER

eastpointmoshi

eastpointhotel

P.O.BOX 103 Moshi, Kilimanjaro
Tanzania

Eastpointhotelmoshi

www.eastpointhotel.net
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This is our regular feature in which we explore some
fascinating off-the-beaten-track places and unique
experiences you probably didn’t know existed…but which are
truly worth a visit. However, in this edition we deviate somewhat
from the usual format as we focus strongly on a number of
Hidden Gems that are all located in the Drakensberg region of
KwaZulu-Natal.
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Discover

In August Mzanzitravel’s Zainab Achmat was invited
along with other members of the tourism media to
come and explore the many delightful experiences
in and around the beautiful Drakensberg Mountains
in KwaZulu-Natal. Her visit was part of the media
launch of Tourism Month (September) by South
Africa’s tourism minister, Mmamoloko KubayiNgubane. Here Zainab tells us what she discovered.
(You can also read this online in our Hidden Gems
travel blog at https://mzanzitravel.co.za/exploringdrakensberg-kzn/ where links will take you directly
to all the different places and experiences.)

Discovering the gems of
the Drakensberg

By Zainab Achmat

I

t’s amazing how many times we can travel to the same province
and each time come away with a completely different, new

experience. During this visit in August, I fell completely in love
with KwaZulu-Natal all over again, this time specifically with what
I found in and around the Drakensberg Mountains.
Google it and you’ll see that the Drakensberg is a mountain range
that stretches over 1,000km from the Eastern Cape almost all the
way to the Zimbabwean and Mozambican borders in the northeast.
It is also the highest mountain range in the country, its highest
peak, Mafadi, reaching an impressive 3,482 meters above sea level.
The range passes through the Eastern Cape, Free State, Lesotho,
KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga and Limpopo.
The name Drakensberg is derived from the Afrikaans for ‘dragon
mountain’. The Zulu name ‘uKhahlamba’ refers to ‘the barrier of
up-pointed spears’. Every turn every corner, every elevation of the
mountain offers a different scenic experience that will take your
breath away. Of course this makes it any photographer’s absolute
delight, whether you are a novice with a selfie phone or a pro with
all the latest equipment. There’s always something different to
snap and write home about.

SCAN & SHARE
ONLINE
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Fauna, flora and San rock
art

The Drakensberg has been blessed with an astounding variety

lounge, kitchen dining area, a fireplace and patio, plus the
convenience of a telephone, satellite TV, good cellular reception,
and a hairdryer (important if you are a woman!).

of fauna and flora, much of it unspoilt in the higher regions
because of the inaccessibility there. The lower slopes support

But it was only in the morning that the full impact of the

much wildlife, perhaps most importantly the rare southern white

place hit me, when I woke up to a view that looked like an

rhinoceros - which was saved here from extinction - and the

exquisitely painted canvas. I could not wait to start exploring

black wildebeest.

the resort. On my way to the reception area I got distracted
by different pathways – exploring each, and simply losing

The cliff sides and caves around the mountains are also home

myself, speechless, to the variety of views that opened up

to some of the most famous and well-preserved San (bushman)

in front of me. Just yesterday I was stuck in suffocating city

rock paintings. The Drakensberg along the KwaZulu-Natal border

traffic, and here I now found myself in paradise!

with Lesotho has between 35,000 and 40,000 works of San rock
art and is said to be the largest such collection in the world.

I was so at peace with myself and these beautiful surroundings

Around 20,000 individual rock paintings have been recorded

that I decided even my breakfast could wait. Finally hunger

at 500 different caves and cliff sites between the Drakensberg

won, however, and I walked over to the restaurant, passing

Royal Natal National Park and Bushman’s Nek alone.

the pool area, a mini gym, mini golf (putt-putt) course and
tennis courts. I also came upon a beautiful peacock that

Nevertheless, my exciting trip to the Drakensberg started when

was walking through the main building as if he owned it, not

my flight from O.R. Tambo International touched down in Durban,

perturbed by the gawking guests at all. And when he had

from where a very memorable, scenic albeit long and winding

everyone’s attention, he spread his feathers to show off the

bus journey brought us to the Alpine Heath Resort. Being in the

full glory of his beauty. Finally, arriving at the restaurant an

evening already, we were welcomed with a friendly smile, some

added bonus for me was when I was told that it was halal

refreshments and the keys to our rooms. I was delighted to find

friendly. The perfect end to my perfect early-morning start.

that I had been given a luxurious double room en-suite with two

(For more information about Alpine Heath Resort or to book,

twin room beds.

go to our website.)

Alpine Heath Resort

Scootours

name – is tucked away in the foothills of the Drakensberg and

Heath Resort, we were taken to a place called Scootours

is an award-winning four-star, self-catering mountain village - the

where we were broken up into smaller groups. What awaited

perfect getaway destination. It’s also ideally situated midway

us were loads of fun activities, perfect for team building and

between Durban and Johannesburg. The resort gives families and

ideal for some unforgettable family fun, but sadly not quite

nature-lovers the opportunity to explore their surroundings with

so agreeable for me. Unused to scooters and cycles, racing

luxury Drakensberg accommodation as a home base, whether

downhill I found myself doing an unimaginable balancing act

it’s for a day, a weekend or even longer.

on two wheels trying to stay upright for dear life! The rest of

The aha Alpine Heath Resort & Conference Centre – its full

Ready for a full day’s action after a lovely breakfast at Alpine

the group went zooming passed me with no problems at all,
All of its newly refurbished 100 Deluxe Chalets are self-catering,

but I ended up falling and walking the rest of the way.

superbly equipped and offer breath-taking views of the majestic
mountains. Each chalet has private braai facilities, a comfortable
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But even so, the surroundings made up for it as did all the
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other fun we still enjoyed here. This included doing the zip line,
paintball, king-swing, tree climbing, abseiling and white-water
tubing to name but a few of the hair-raising adventures that
awaited us.(You can contact Drakensberg Scootours on
Tel +27 074 103 3613 or email: info@adventurecentre.co.za.)

Drakensberg Sun

Following an adventurous morning – two-wheel mishap and all – we
were whisked off to Tsogo Sun’s Drakensberg Sun Resort, situated
in a beautiful valley surrounded by the central Drakensberg near
Winterton. This was also the venue where we would attend the
launch of SA Tourism’s Tourism Month campaign by the Minister
of Tourism, Mmamoloko Kubayi-Ngubane.
As their brochure states, the Drakensberg Sun Resort is indeed
‘one of the world’s most scenic holiday destinations’. This familyfriendly mountain resort is the perfect place from which to explore
the region’s many fascinating attractions – or simply to relax and
unwind in one of South Africa’s most picturesque settings.
The resort offers guests a choice of 78 beautifully furnished
en-suite rooms. Accommodation options at the resort include
Standard Rooms, Superior Rooms, Executive Rooms, and the
luxurious Presidential Suite. The resort’s rooms echo the natural
splendour of the surrounding forests and mountains and provide
spectacular views of the Cathkin Peak area, one of the main
attractions of the Drakesnberg.
The resort is also well suited for corporate activities from team
building in the mountains to conferences in relaxing surroundings.
The hotel offers professionally managed conferencing facilities
suitable for all types of events. For even more comfort there’s also
a spa, beautiful pool, restaurant offering delicious fresh cuisine,
and outdoor adventure activities amidst the lakes, mountains and
ancient forests of the Drakensberg. Offering breath-taking views
with utter tranquillity and the joy of discovering one of the world’s
most spectacular destinations, the Drakensberg Sun Resort has
something for everyone. (Contact Drakensberg Sun Resort on Tel
+27 36 468 1000).
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SECUREGUARD®
WIRELESS HOME
PROTECTION SYSTEM YOU
CAN MANAGE REMOTELY

SecureGuard is
a wireless, compact and
all-in-one security system that can
monitor and safeguard your home
around the clock.
You can also control your alarm
from wherever you are through
the Fidelity ADT App.
Sign up for your first line
of defence today and rest
easy knowing your
home is safe.

SECUREGUARD WIRELESS
SYSTEM FOR ONLY

R3499

First
3 months
free
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Tourism Month launch by
Minister Kubayi-Ngubane

In this pristine setting, Minister Mmamoloko Kubayi-Ngubane
conducted the media launch of Tourism Month. Delivering an
inspiring speech, the minister appealed to the media to focus on
local tourism affordable for the lower to middle income sector
of South Africans. She began het speech with the following
quote by American Author Pat Conroy who said: “Once you
have travelled, the voyage never ends, but is played out over
and over again in the quietest chambers. The mind can never
break off from the journey”.
She encouraged South Africans to explore their beautiful
country given that our historical past made it impossible for a
majority of South Africans to travel and thus even today that
historical reality still shows. One of the concerns often raised
about traveling mainly by South Africans is the affordability
of traveling, she said.
“As we announce the Shot’ Left travel week, we are cognisant
that it still doesn’t speak to what many have raised with us
and we will continue to improve on it using the feedback they
have provided to us. The theme for this year’s World Tourism
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Day is ‘Tourism and jobs – a better future for all’, which
highlights the tourism sector’s vast capability to create
jobs and therefore reduce the country’s unemployment
rate. We remain confident that tourism will contribute to
our country turning to positive economic growth desired
by our government and also contribute to more jobs to its
maximum potential.
The total consumption of tourism through domestic and
international tourism for 2018 generated value that directly
accounted for 2.9% of our country’s Gross Domestic Product
and accounted for 4.5% of our total employment. Domestic
tourism in 2018 contributed R26,4 billion in revenue and
we believe with aggressive campaign and marketing this
figure can increase to almost double.
Tourism month is also about getting people from outside
the boarders of our country to travel and experience our
country’s diverse offerings. To this end, fundamental to
the achievement of the over 21 million international tourist
target by 2030 is to firstly continue to work closely with
Home Affairs on visa facilitation to increase access to our
country by our tourists.
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Secondly, work closely with Minister of Police and our sector to

we next came upon what is aptly called The Drakensberg

address the concerns of safety. We have agreed yesterday with

Chocolate Memories… for chocolate was in abundance

the Minister of Police to bring all our teams together in the coming

and memories were certainly made. Here you can munch

two weeks. Lastly and most importantly, we need to develop and

away to your heart’s delight on artisan chocolates that are

drive an aggressive marketing campaign for both domestic and

made with love and care in the foothills of the Drakensberg

international markets,” said Minister Kubayi-Ngubane. (Her full

mountains. Only the finest ingredients are used – pure

speech and more details about the Sho’t Left Travel Week can

cocoa butter and natural bourbon vanilla, and definitely

be found on the government website and at www.shotleft.co.za.)

no modified fats or palm oil are used.

Beer, chocolates and a
farm stall

Indulge in some free chocolate tasting, enjoy a chocolate
fondue, have some hot chocolate, or take some syphon
brewed coffee with truffles and chili essence. Or drink some

Our next stop was for some beer tasting at Drakensberg Brewery, a

chocolate water, try their light and irresistible chocolate

unique craft brewery in the heart of the Drakensberg with spectacular

mousse, get a frozen chocolate drink to cool you down, buy

mountain views. The in-house pub, called the Brewpub, is a great

some of their range of chocolate bars or bulk chocolate,

place to sit back and enjoy one of their fantastic beers on tap. The

and much more. The decadent chocolate fondue was

brewery and pub are also well-known for their DIY platters where

definitely my favourite. (Contact Chocolate Memories at Tel

customers can create their own platters from a selection of cold

+27 072 310 3376.)

meats, cheeses, pickles and preserves.

Still basking in a kind of chocolate afterglow, I next found

Brewmaster Nick Roberts turned his hand to brewing after moving

myself within walking distance of the Farm Friends Farm

to Cathkin Park from Johannesburg with his wife in 2015. He

Stall. What a hidden gem all of its own! The stall is situated

left behind many years of experience in project management

at the Berg Air Lifestyle Centre and sells handmade and

and process engineering, both of which have served him well

artistic items, metal craft, gifting, homemade preserves

at the brewery. The Drakensberg Brewery is a proud member of

and jams as well as “free to roam” meat - beef and lamb. I

Drakensberg Experience, a local tourism initiative. (Contact the

could easily have bought everything in store to take home

Brewery at info@drakbrew.co.za or phone 083 296 4552 or the

as gifts! (Contact Farm, Friends Farm Stall on Tel +27 083

Brewpub at brewpub@drakbrew.co.za 060 382 6225.)

365 0391.)

Great was my surprise – and the delight of my sweet tooth - when

Wine, adventure and
horse riding

Next stop on our action-filled trip was a date with some
lovely wine tasting at Cathedral Peak Wine Estate situated in
the Winterton area of the Central Drakensberg. The climate
here has unique characteristics - the air is clean, crisp
and fresh to breathe, and the sheerness of the mountain
allows heat to rise up against the warm cliffs during the
day and cooler air to feed down at night. The winter sees
snow on the tops of the peaks that feed the crystal-clear
mountain streams. The soil is deep and fertile, and the land
is gently undulating. With steady summer rainfall, nature
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within the lap of the majestic mountains. Apart from wine tasting
they also host weddings and private functions on the estate.
(Contact the estate on Tel +27 (0) 63 075 1123 or at bookings@
cathpeakwines.com.)
Adventure with a Big A was next on our list as we started our
next day with adrenaline pumping at the appropriately named at
All out Adventure, situated in the unspoilt Northern Drakensberg
just off the R74, mid-way between Joburg and Durban. This
awesome outfit offers 10 awesome activities at one spectacular
venue. Highlights include South Africa’s fastest cable tour,
adventure quad trails, 150km of marked mountain bike trails,
and a hair-raising 17-meter free fall King Swing accessed by a
wooden spiral staircase that snakes 21 meters to the treetops.
The activities are all visible from the coffee shop lawn, so those
who are less adventurous can kick back with a giant cappuccino
and still feel like part of the action. Perfect for team building
responds with vigour.

, scouts or school getaways. There is a separate section for

It was this unique combination together with their passion for

kiddies from age 8 and up. There’s plenty of good, different

wine that led to the decision in 2008 to plant their first vineyards

accommodation within close proximity. (Call them on +27 036

in this unlikely location. But the owners were sure with all these

438 6242 or +27 082 406 8980.)

ingredients they would most certainly find ways of making wines
of distinction… which is exactly what they do.

And finally, as our visit started drawing closer to the end, our

Not only did our group get to taste their delightful wines, but

group divided in two: some of us went to the Cavern Berg Resort

they could do so against the backdrop of a spectacular sunset
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for lunch, and some like myself went horse riding at Alpine
Heath Resort. The Caven Berg Resort is the perfect family
getaway, with spacious and comfortable rooms that have en
suite bath and shower, tea and coffee making facilities and
a patio each. And don’t forget the relaxing spa treatments

Cape Town International

by qualified body care therapists. The resort offers a variety
of activities, including two daily guided hikes, fly-fishing
and horse trails. (Contact them on Tel +27 36 438 6270 or
+27 83 701 5724).
After a final sumptuous breakfast at the Alpine Heath
Resort, it was onto the bus for the long journey home,
but at least with a bag full of wonderful new memories
to take along. I must be honest, I never thought going to

COME PARK
WITH US

the Drakensberg could be so much fun. I prepared myself
for the usual hikes, but instead came away invigorated by
some awesome new experiences. That is what travelling
is all about: discovering new places and experiences. And
KwaZulu-Natal and the Drakensberg always live up to this
promise. Our thanks also to SA Tourism, KwaZulu-Natal
Tourism and all the properties/companies that hosted us.
•

Zainab’s visit to the Drakensberg Mountains was
sponsored by invitation from SA Tourism and hosted
by the companies/entities mentioned in the article.

Airport Valet Parking
offers a service that makes flying out
of Cape Town International Airport
convenient and hassle free. We are
conveniently located on the first
floor of Parkade 1, clearly sign
posted “Valet Parking”.
Simply drive into Parkade 1 where
one of our drivers will show you to
our dedicated, reserved bays. Whilst
you are away your vehicle is stored
with us and given a valet. You will
find your sparkling clean car
waiting for you on your
return. Talk about
convenience!
park business class

Special offer use
booking code "Mzanzi"

Divine Tours

THOM KIGHT
COMPANY (PTY) LTD

Local and International Funeral Directors

Assisting families with the important
decisions and practical arrangements that
come with saying goodbye to loved ones.
Founded nearly 4 decades ago, by Tom Keight, and earning
a reputation for managing every detail with sensitivity
and empathy. That tradition continues today, with
members of the Keight family providing personal
supervision at every step.
With over 150 years of combined experience,
in arranging and overseeing burials, cremations,
funerals and memorial services.

Our fully equipped premises in
Vrededorp, Johannesburg, are able
to take care of the deceased with the
utmost respect.
We can help you arrange services at our Chapel of
Rest, and assist with arrangements such as:
• Funeral notices in the press
• Flowers and wreaths
• Memorial service programmes
• Catering
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Taking your beliefs and wishes into consideration, we will help you create a personal,
meaningful service for your loved one.
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Helping you say goodbye
with respect and dignity.
Final resting places:
If the deceased wishes to be buried, we will assist you with all the arrangements, including a
graveside service if you choose. If the deceased did not have a burial plot, we will liaise with
the local cemetery on your behalf to obtain one. Thom Kight & Company has a number of
above-earth burial units in a mausoleum at the Westpark Cemetery in Johannesburg.
If the deceased is to be cremated, we will arrange this with the
crematorium. We can advise you on your options regarding
the ashes.

International Repatriation
Thom Kight & Company’s International Division
has an extremely experienced team who can
assist with the repatriation of mortal remains to
and from any country. We work with an extensive,
trusted network of partners across the globe to
take care of every detail.
Liaising with the relevant embassies, consulates,
government departments, health authorities, airlines
and international funeral directors in all countries
concerned and attend to all required procedures.
We can provide private charter flights if required.
We also embalm and prepare the deceased for repatriation
according to strict international standards.
Our website has some really helpful articles to guide you through the processes and
decisions or if you need to talk to us, you can call at any time to discuss your requirements.

Our phone line is open 24/7.

Corner Hull Street and 16th Street, Vrededorp, Johannesburg
24-hour contact details:
T: +27 (0)11 837 5531 | C: +27 (0)82 776 2189 | E: admin@thomkight.co.za
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A bird’s-eye view
of South Africa
By A.B. Gondwe

Y

ou’re floating dreamily high above the earth, oblivious
to time or sound.

Far below the world stretches out to the horizon in every
direction. Buildings look like tiny doll’s houses; cars move
like pinheads on a road that looks like a pencil line. Snow
white clouds drift by below you, so close you can reach out
and touch them.
Your are looking at the world through the eyes of a bird.
No-one who’s ever ‘flown’ in some or other way – in an
aircraft or a hot air balloon, parachuting or hang-gliding –
will deny the magic of seeing the world from high up above.
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You may be safely ensconced inside the protective capsule
of an aircraft; or you could be unprotected out in the open
with the wind rushing through your hair and adrenaline
pumping through your body as you hurtle to earth or drift
gently along on streams of air.
Either way, could there be any better way of seeing the
multi-dimensional variety and beauty that is South Africa?
There are many more – and better – ways of viewing the
world than from a commercial airplane as you commute
between cities and business meetings. Do yourself a favour
you will never forget: take some time off an go flying, whether
in a helicopter, fixed wing aircraft, hot air balloon, dangling

pixabay
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under a hang-glider or parachute, strapped into the seat of
a microlight plane, or whatever mode of aerial transport you
can find. Just make sure its reliable and safe!

ex-military stock. South African pilots are subjected to strict
medical and licencing requirements in line with the highest
international standards, so you will be in safe hands.

Luckily, in South Africa we are spoiled for choice with many
operators offering flips and trips in or under a variety of aerial
vehicles, wings and gliders.

In Cape Town, for instance, a number of companies operate
from a helipad in the V&A Waterfront. These offers awesome
trips over the city, around the mountain, up the West Coast,
over Robben Island, to Cape Point and over the Winelands,
among others. Trips last between 25 minutes and an hour and
can cost between R1,000 and R6,000 per person depending
on the duration and destination.

Helicopter and airplane flips
A relatively large number of operators offering a variety
of scenic helicopter flips are active all-over South Africa.
Aircraft range from the very latest civilian aircraft to older
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For a fee from R4,675 per person you can fly in the iconic
Huey army helicopter that came to symbolise the Vietnam
War. The choppers take off from the V&A Waterfront for an
action-packed ride along the edge of Table Mountain, across
the city and Robben Island, low level flying skimming the
waves along the beaches of Big Bay and Melkbos with the
wind rushing through your hair as you sit in the open side door.

aerial experiences of such splendid natural scenery as the
golden sands of the Kalahari and its wild animal population;
the towering splendour of the Maluti Mountain range, part of
the Drakensberg system at Clarens in the Free State close to
the Lesotho border; or the sheer beauty of the timeless, lonely
Valley of Desolation with is dolomite columns that rise high
and precariously from the valley floor.

There are chopper flips in places as varied as viewing wild
animals in the game parks, to the red dunes of the Kalahari, the
beautiful coastline of the Garden Route, spotting great white
sharks or southern right whales from the air, or circling over
the city of Durban and environs. You name it, and someone
will fly to it.

Or you can join the birds above Gauteng’s Cradle of Humankind
to take in the Africa from where we all originally came. Another
hot air balloon trip elevates you high above the Vaal River and the
small town of Parys, and drifts across the more than 2-million
years old Vredefort Dome, site of the largest meteorite impact
on earth. Yet another awesome game-viewing balloon ride
can be enjoyed over the Pilanesberg National Park departing
from Sun City, allowing for absolutely the best way to view the
park and its many animals. Or check out the Western Cape
and the Winelands from a hot air balloon?

There are also fixed-wing aircraft operators around the country
who offer a variety of sightseeing flips or adventure activities.
For instance, Percy Tours of Hermanus offer Cessna plane
flights, and skydiving among other airborne activities in the
Western Cape. A hot favourite is watching the whales at
Hermanus from the air in one of their planes.

Hot air ballooning
For those who would like to try this superb experience, there
fortunately are quite a number of hot air balloon operators
and agents across South Africa and in the neighbouring
countries. Hot air balloon operators in South Africa offer

iStock-Johannes J Dempers

Hot air balloon experiences are tailored to cater for a wide
variety of events, from balloon safaris, to game viewing,
adventure rides, scenic trips, romantic rides, and rides geared
specifically for birthdays, anniversaries, engagements or
other special events. Most of the hot air balloon operators will
throw in champagne or other liquid refreshments on board,
with a champagne breakfast at the end of the flight, either in
the veld where you have landed, or at a nearby hotel, lodge,
game lodge or wine estate.

iStock-Grobler du Preez

Flights usually last about and hour, with some lasting up to
about 3 hours, depending on the route, occasion and what
terrain or sites are covered. The cost of trips vary according to
the duration and distance, type of event, extras thrown in and so
forth, but can be between R1,000 and up to about R8,000 per
person, with discounted package deals for two persons or more.

Paragliding & hang-gliding
Not sure what the difference is between paragliding and
hang-gliding? The main difference is in the glider’s shape, with
hang-gliders consisting of sailcloth stretched over a rigid metal
frame in something like a V-shape with a strap-in harness
underneath for the pilot, glider’s shape. Whereas hang-gliders
are rigid structures, consisting of sailcloth stretched over a
metal frame, a paraglider consists of a wing similar to that of a
parachute or kite-surfer with a harness suspended underneath
it. Another difference is speed, with hang-gliders tending to
reach faster speeds. Both relay on seeking out updrafts of air
to prolong the flight which can last anywhere from 10 minutes
to an hour or more.
Both of these offer a wonderful way of viewing the world from
above, whether you are experienced or have never done it
before. If you are a first timer, you will be tandem strapped to a
professional pilot underneath the glider. Take-off is by jumping
or running off a high mountain ledge or slope. Once airborne,
depending on the conditions, you can rise to more than 500
meters above the ground.
Launching spots around Cape Town include a number of
mountains, but the launching pad on Lion’s Head is a favourite,

iStock-Grobler du Preez
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A passion for adventure?
When passion for adventure, aviation and wildlife enthusiasm
meet, you get a friendly, professional and top-notch qualified
helicopter service - Wild Skies Aviation.
We specialise in a vast variety of helicopter services:
from entertainment and special occasions, to specialised
surveillance and wildlife protection and conservation.
You can hover with us, whether you are just going on a
journey or whether you are on call- we will get you there
quickly, and safely.
The wide scope of our services show that we are experts
in terms of our flying skills and helicopter safety. We are,
however, also wild at heart (that’s why we love flying so
much!), so you are guaranteed to have a good time with
us, from take-off to landing.
WILD SKIES AVIATION
We are the ones you call in case you need a helicopter for
animal protection, game farm control, land study, scenic
flight, or leisure purposes.
Your trip with us will be safe, affordable, and entertaining.
We have a fine selection of qualified staff members on board,
who are all equally focused on punctuality and diligence.
https://www.facebook.com/wildskiesaviation/
https://www.instagram.com/wildskiesaviation/
Contact details:
Email: info@wildskiesaviation.co.za
Tel: 011-814-1327
Cell: 079 660 2475

with paragliders usually landing on a grass field next to Clifton
4th Beach below. Other favourites here are Sir Lowry’s Pass at
Somerset West or the Hermanus mountains. If in Gauteng, there
are a variety of launching sites such as one next to the Dunottar
Military Base near Springs or the Magaliesberg mountains near
Hartebeespoort Dam. In KwaZulu-Natal various Drakensberg
sites are much favoured.

Microlight flying
This mode of airborne transport purely for the thrill of seeing
the world from high above, has also become extremely popular
over the years. There microlight clubs and airfields all over the
country. Basically, a microlight aircraft is a small fixed-wing
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aircraft that weighs less than 175 kilograms, with a small
engine for propulsion and a harness to sit in under the wing.
If you cannot fly one yourself, there are many pilots who
will take passengers along. Or you can join one of the many
microlight flying schools around the country to learn how to
fly and obtain your licence.

Skydiving and parachuting
Both are another wonderful way of experiencing a bird’s eye
view of the world below while getting a super adrenaline fix
at the same time. Again there are numerous clubs, schools
and airfields dotted all over the country where you can learn
to parachute or literally take the plunge strapped in tandem

Hover Dynamics
CAA/N289C/G087D
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with a qualified jumper/instructor. Anyone who has done this
before will insist that there is no better way to experience the
absolute thrill of flying, floating or freefalling far above the earth.
Tandem skydiving is the most popular way to take your first
jump and does not require any skill or qualifications. A firsttime parachutist/skydiver will experience first-hand all the
thrills of skydiving without the full commitment of doing the
qualifying courses for accelerated free fall or static line jumping.

iStock-Mauricio Graiki

But you can of course always learn to parachute with a static
line - a method that was evolved from military parachuting.
With this, students receive approximately 6 hours of ground
training and jump the first time from a height of about 3 500
feet. Or you can experience the exhilaration of free-falling on
your very first jump via an accelerated learning process rather
than the traditional static line progression.
There are many other wonderful airborne activities to ne
enjoyed, from those better suited to adventure-seeking
adrenaline junkies, to the more sedate forms of ‘flying’ are
focused on a gentle sightseeing journey from the vantage
point of great height. Some of these activities include flying in
ex-military jets, aerobatic aircraft, or old vintage aircraft with
open cockpits. Or you can consider gliding (in gliding aircraft
without engines) or going for flips in a gyrocopter. Whatever
your fancy, the wide open blue skies can be your playground
from where you can see the world like a bird.

iStock-Sergey Khachatryan
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Durban Promenade | KwaZulu-Natal

SUMMER TIME IS HERE.
ENJOY THE BEST BEACHES
THAT MZANSI HAS TO OFFER.
Summer is one of the most loved and highly
anticipated seasons. It’s a season filled with fun and
entertainment for the whole family and it is the perfect
time to spend on the beach. Why not take the muchneeded break and go enjoy our most scenic beaches
that our beautiful country has to offer?
Some of our beaches that have been awarded the
international Blue Flag status are located in the
Western Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape.
A Blue Flag award is a way of informing local and
foreign visitors that accredited beaches are clean,
secure and most importantly – environmentally safe.

www.shotleft.co.za

Check out some of the below places for some quality
time basking in the sun.
Jeffreys Bay in the Eastern Cape is a laid-back hamlet
that always opens its arms to tourists. Try your
hand at surfing or just relax with a drink at the Jolly
Dolphin Pub. It is renowned for its safe beaches and
surfing waves, with many different surf breaks, each
possessing its own magic. Surfing spots include Kitchen
Windows, Tubes, Supertubes, Point, and Albatross. All
still within a short drive to Port Elizabeth.

The South Coast of KwaZulu-Natal is a premier
domestic holiday destination where year-round
sunshine maintains the care-free, upbeat mood.
The South Coast also has plenty of Blue Flag beaches
- Hibberdene, Margate main beach, San Lameer and
Ramsgate - all meet prerequisites for water quality,
environmental education and information, safety
and services.
Clifton 4th Beach in the Western Cape - located in the
Mother City – is your best beach option with wind
protection from the spectacular backdrop that is Table
Mountain and the Twelve Apostles.

East London is regarded as one of the most consistent
surfing coastlines in the country. Here are some of the
most popular East London beaches - Eastern Beach,
Nahoon Beach, Orient Beach, Bonza Bay Beach, Igoda
Beach, Gulu Beach and Cove Rock Beach.
Check out www.shotleft.co.za for some great deals on
your next Sho’t Left during the festive season. It’s your
country, enjoy it. Nothing is more fun than a Sho’t Left.
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ith a coastline that is almost 3,000km
long, it’s to be expected that much
of South Africa’s human settlement
will be along the coast. Because of
this many of the country’s largest
cities are located on the coast and receive millions
of visitors from all over the world and the country
each year.
During December and January, when most South
Africans take their annual summer break and many
people from the northern hemisphere flee the cold of
their winter, these cities in the sun are usually packed
to capacity with holidaymakers. We took a closer
look at these cities from Cape Town in the west, to
the Southern Cape conglomeration of Mossel Bay
and George, on to the Eastern Cape cities of Port
Elizabeth and East London, and finally to Durban on
the north-eastern coast.
However, between these coastal centres there is a
constant continuation of towns, villages and resorts
and therefore much more to enjoy, with perhaps the
exception of parts of the West Coast and the Eastern
Cape. But there is still ample beautiful, mostly unspoilt
natural scenery left to be enjoyed in between these
built-up areas.
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South Africa’s coastline also undergoes dramatic
changes as you travel from the mostly flat and barren,
semi-desert regions of the northern West Coast
along the icy Atlantic Ocean; to the tranquillity of the
southern West Coast which reminds one of the Greek
islands at times; around the stunning and dramatic
mountain-and-sea scenery of the Cape Peninsula;
along the Southern Cape’s world-famous Garden
Route with its lakes, forests, mountains and endless
beaches; up along the Eastern Cape coast passing
through the breathtakingly beautiful and unspoilt Wild
Coast; and finally up along the north-eastern coast
of KwaZulu-Natal where the scenery and the climate
changes to being almost sub-tropical.
Again with the exception of parts of the West Coast
and Eastern Cape Wild Coast, there are roads that
hug almost the entire coastline which can therefore
easily be accessed by car. As for the West Coast
and Wild Coast, good inland highways pass by not
far from the coast, and at various points excellent
access roads lead from these down to towns and
places of interest on the coast. And all of the major
coastal centres have large airports, a number of them
designated as international.
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Cape Town
The Mother City of South Africa of course needs no introduction
for people the world over… everybody has heard of Cape Town
and many have visited her. In terms of tourism numbers,
popularity, diverse attractions and the many awards this city
has won, Cape Town can be considered South Africa’s premier
tourism city. It is also South Africa’s oldest city following the
beginning of the colonisation of South Africa in 1652. Today
Cape Town is the legislative capital of South Africa where the
houses of Parliament are situated. Cape Town is the second
most populous city in South Africa behind Johannesburg with
an estimated population of 4.52 million according to current
UN projections (the 2011 census put it at 3.74 million.)
Cape Town sprawls across what is known as the Cape
Peninsula, stretching from its southern tip at Cape Point
– where the Atlantic and Indian Oceans are said to meet
– around the False Bay coastline to Strand and Somerset
West, up along the western coast to Hout Bay, Sea Point,
Table Mountain and the city centre, across the flat and sandy
Cape Flats to the Northern and Southern Suburbs, and around
the Table Bay coast up to the beginning of the West Coast
at Melkbosstrand. Its southern and eastern regions hug the
warm Indian Ocean, while its western and northern parts are
cooled off by the breezes coming off the cold Atlantic Ocean.
Of course, dominating over it all is the majestic hulk of Table
Mountain flanked by Devil’s Peak and Lion’s Head.
Some of Cape Town’s most popular and world-famous
attractions include:
•
Table Mountain, which rises up behind the city centre and
is itself the focal point of a national park that stretches
from Cape Point to the city centre.
•
Robben Island, where Nelson Mandela and many other
ANC and other political leaders were once incarcerated.
•
The Cape Winelands, with historical wine estates dotted
around the valleys and mountains of Somerset West,
Stellenbosch, Franschhoek, Durbanville, Paarl and other
parts, and many still with their original Cape Dutch
homesteads. The world-famous Constantia wine estate
is in the heart of the city’s Southern Suburbs.
•
Kirstenbosch National Botanical Gardens, set along the
eastern slopes of Table Mountain, and one of ten National
Botanical Gardens covering five of South Africa’s six
different biomes and administered by the South African
National Biodiversity Institute.
•
The Castle of Good Hope, the oldest existing building
in South Africa built by the Dutch East India Company
between 1666 and 1679 when it replaced an older fort
called the Fort de Goede Hoop which was constructed
from clay and timber and built by Jan van Riebeeck
upon his arrival at the Cape of Good Hope in 1652. The
Castle, as it is commonly known, today houses three

•

•

•

•

museums, some military offices and barracks, all of the
original structures and buildings, and a restaurant. Daily
guided tours are conducted through this fascinating and
historical complex.
World-famous beaches, of which Cape Town has many,
from the warm water of the Indian Ocean at Muizenberg, St
James, Kalk Bay, Fish Hoek, Simon’s Town, Strandfontein,
Monwabisi, Macassar, Strand and Gordon’s Bay, to the
colder waters of Atlantic beaches such as Scarborough,
Kommetjie, Houtbay, Llandudno, Bakoven, Camps Bay,
Clifton, Bantry Bay, Sea Point, Lagoon Beach, Milnerton,
Table View, Blouberg, Big Bay and up to Melkbosstrand.
Chapman’s Peak, one of the most breath-taking, scenic
drives to be found anywhere in the world, the toll-road
drive starts in Hout Bay, rising sharply and hugging the
cliffs high above the Atlantic with sweeping views and
numerous lookout points and with engineering features
offering protection against rocks that may become
dislodged higher up, and ends where it descends down
to the beaches and villages of Noordhoek and Kommetjie.
V&A Waterfront, the bustling older but still working harbour
of Cape Town that has been turned into a shopper’s
paradise and entertainment hub with malls, shops,
pubs, restaurants, markets, museums, the Two Oceans
Aquarium, and much more.
Townships, like Gugulethu, Nyanga, Langa and Khayelitsha
with their markets, arts and crafts centres, taverns, shisa
nyama eateries and guided tours.

Cape Town and surrounding suburbs and areas are also home
to many restaurants, theatres, cinemas, pubs, coffee bars,
bistros, night clubs, niche boutiques, museums, historical
sites, guided city tours, parks, hikes, harbour cruises, various
sports activities and some of the largest shopping malls in
the southern hemisphere.
•

For more information: Love Cape Town (Cape Town Tourism)
tel 0861322223 or info@capetown.travel.co.za.

Mossel Bay & George
Until about two decades ago the towns of the Southern Cape
– Mossel Bay, Hartenbos, Great Brak River, Blanco, George,
Wilderness, Sedgefield and Knysna were distinct towns or
villages separated by many kilometres of farmland. Today
they form almost one continuous sprawl of coastal built-up
area dominated by the town of Mossel Bay and the city of
George, with the ever expanding Knysna on the eastern flank.
Mossel Bay is, in various ways, South Africa’s ‘oldest’ town.
Within the caves along the cliffs of the town’s southern
shoreline, its human inhabitants’ history can be traced back
more than 164,000 years. But it is also the place where the
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first European explorer, Bartolomeu Dias, went ashore with
his men on 3 February 1488, at a point close to the site of
the modern-day Dias Museum Complex. They were the
first Europeans to make contact here with the indigenous
Khoisan people who gave them a not-so-friendly reception.

iStock-185854608

In 1501, another Portuguese navigator, Pedro d’Ataide,
sought shelter in Mossel Bay after losing much of his fleet
in a storm and left an account of the disaster hidden in an
old shoe which he suspended from a milkwood tree near
the spring from which Dias had drawn his water. The report
was later found by the passing explorer to whom it was
addressed — João da Nova — and thereafter the tree served
as a sort of post office for decades. The Post Office Tree, as
it became known, still stands within the grounds of the Dias
Museum Complex, with a modern post box where letters
that are posted here receive a special stamp.
Today Mossel Bay is a bustling harbour town with large
commercial and industrial sectors and serves as the main
centre of the gas exploration and extraction industry. It also
still serves a large agricultural community and is one of South
Africa’s premier holiday destinations. During the summer
holiday months of December and January its population of
approximately 130,000 people almost doubles.

iStock-jane55-hogarth

Among its many wonderful attractions are the Cape St
Blaize cave and lighthouse, the Pinnacle Point Caves where
archaeological finds show this is where modern human
behaviour first originated, the Dias Museum Complex
with an exact replica of Dias’ ship, fine cave rock art, the
Garden Route Casino at Pinnacle Point, boat tours around
Seal Island, shark cage diving, deep-sea fishing, scuba and
snorkel diving, sailing, excellent surfing, various museums,
restaurants, pubs, nightclubs, shopping and much more.
And of course there are the beaches, from the natural
rock-protected tidal pools at The Poort (also known as the
Point), to the intimate little Munro’s Bay beach next to the
yacht club and museum complex, the tranquil safe waters
of Santos Beach, to the body surfing beach at De Bakke, and
on to Diaz Beach, Bayside, the resort of Hartenbos, Little
Brak River and further afield.

iStock-Grobler du Preez
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The city of George, established in 1776 by the Dutch East
India Company as an outpost for the provision of timber
from the vast Southern Cape forests that were found here,
is the sixth largest town in South Africa and third largest
town in the Western Cape province by population. It is a
popular holiday and conference centre, the administrative
and commercial hub of the region, and considered to be
the capital city of the Garden Route. Together George and
Mossel Bay are situated roughly halfway between Cape Town
and Port Elizabeth. The former township of Pacaltsdorp,
once the kraal of a local Khoekhoen chief and now a fully
incorporated suburb, lies to the south of George.
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George was first settled by woodcutters when the timber
industry flourished here. In 1911 Bishop Sidwell, the First
Bishop of George, was enthroned, giving George its status as
Cathedral City. The building of the Montagu Pass, which started
in 1844, connected the town to the interior. The pass was
later supplemented by a railway line built over the Outeniqua
Mountain which separates the town from the interior.
There are a number of gold courses and golf estates in and
around George, all designed by world-famous golfers like Gary
Player and Ernie Els, of which the best-known is probably
Fancourt. George also gives visitors access to a number of
excellent hikes in the mountains and forests and along the
coast. While the town itself is set back some distance from
the sea, satellite resort villages like Herald’s Bay, Victoria Bay
and The Wilderness are excellent for swimming, surfing and
angling and have camping and lodge and hotel facilities.
George has many historical sites and interesting attractions
like the Slave Tree in York Street, the old Toll House, several
churches, the old Drostdy now housing the museum, a
transport museum, and much more. Outdoor activities to be
enjoyed in and around George include abseiling, canyoning,
caving at Oudtshoorn’s Cango Caves, sandboarding, surfing,
diving, deep-sea fishing, paragliding, quad biking, 4X4 trails,
and mountain biking. George also lies at the start of the Lakes
District that comprises several interconnected lakes all the
way to the Knysna Lagoon.

•

For more information: Mossel Bay Tourism tel +27(0)44
691 2202, website www.visitmosselbay.co.zaor email
info@visitmosselbay.co.za; George Tourism tel +27
(0)44 801 9299 or email membership@george.org.za or
website www.georgetourism.org.za.

Port Elizabeth
The harbour city of Port Elizabeth, together with Uitenhage,
Despatch and Colchester make up the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metro. It is the largest city in the Eastern Cape with a population
of more than 1.3 million people, is a major seaport and is the
southernmost large city on the African continent.
The city was founded in the early 19th century by the Dutch
government of the Cape Colony. In 1820, by then under British
rule, some 4,000 British colonists were settled here in order
to strengthen the border region between the Cape Colony and
the Xhosa region which at the time was a point of conflict and
the scene of several frontier wars. Sir Rufane Shaw Donkin, the
Acting Governor of the Cape Colony, named the small frontier
town Port Elizabeth after his late wife in 1820.
Today the city is major transport, commercial and industrial
hub as well as a favourite holiday destination for thousands
of South Africans each year and a large number of visitors
from overseas. There are two major harbours here; the old
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main port of the city and the newer deep-water port of Coega
some 20 kilometres north of the city.
The city is also a gateway to the scenic Eastern Cape province
to its east and the world-renowned Garden Route to the west,
and it is sometimes referred to as the “friendly city” or the
“water sport capital of Africa”. Nelson Mandela Bay is also
recognised as both the Mohair and Bottelnose Dolphin Capital
of the World and is home to the largest breeding colony of
the African Penguin. It boasts no less than 5 biomes within
its city limits.
Port Elizabeth or the greater Nelson Mandela Bay Metro is
the only city that can also boast the Big 7 (elephant, buffalo,
rhino, lion, leopard, southern right whale and great white shark)
within its municipal boundaries, all within 45 minutes of the
city centre. The city is also the gateway to more than a million
hectares of malaria-free game reserves of the Eastern Cape,
including the famous Addo Elephant National Park as well as
numerous private reserves, all offering the ‘big five” experience.
Situated along the warm Indian Ocean, along its more than
40Km of coastline the city boasts a multitude of beaches,
including many Blue Flag beaches. Some of the better-known
beaches are Hobie Beach, Summerstrand, Humewood,
Bluewater Beach, Noordhoek and Sardinia Bay Beach. A short
distance away are also Marina Martinique, as well as Jeffreys
Bay and Cape St Francis, both popular holiday resort towns
and world-renowned surfing sites.
With its warm, dry summers and mild winter temperatures this
beautiful stretch of coastline boasts a perfect combination of
warm water, protected beaches and invigorating sea breezes.
It is a true water sports paradise and is home to some of the
best sailing conditions, first-rate scuba diving with colourful
coral species, beautiful reefs and shipwrecks, near perfect
conditions for windsurfing, angling, snorkelling, kitesurfing,
fly-fishing and canoeing, and of course surfing. Boat operators
offer trips to experience the seals, whales, dolphins and even
ragged-tooth sharks of the area.
Visitors are also drawn by the city’s many fine remaining
examples of its early architecture, from the Victorian styles,
to art nouveau, art deco and later additions. The biggest
number of art deco buildings in South Africa is to be found in
the city centre of Port Elizabeth! Other attractions include the
Boardwalk Casino and Entertainment Complex in Summerstrand,
cinema complexes, numerous sophisticated shopping malls,
restaurants to suit any palate, a vibrant nightlife as well as
annual and seasonal festivals and events. A selection of
exciting social, historical and traditional township tours are
also offered.
Apart from being the gateway to the the Western Region of
the Eastern Cape province, Port Elizabeth also gives access

to the Sunshine Coast, Frontier Country, Sundays River Valley,
Kouga, Tsitsikamma Forest, Garden Route as well as the Karoo
Heartland Routes and Route 62.
•

For more information: Nelson Mandela Bay Tourism tel
+27 (0) 41 582 2575 or +27 (0) 41 582 2573, email info@
nmbt.co.za or website www.nmbt.co.za.

East London
From Port Elizabeth, take the R72 coastal highway north to
East London, our fourth coastal ‘city in the sun’, the second
biggest city of the Eastern Cape, and the gateway to the
fabulous Wild Coast. East London together with Mdantsane,
Bisho and King William’s Town, make up the Buffalo City
Metropolitan Municipality. Like its neighbour, Port Elizabeth,
one of the biggest industrial employers here is the automotive
industry. As of the 2011 census, East London had a population
of over 267,000 with over 755,000 people in the greater
metropolitan area.
An 1820 British Settler, John Bailie, surveyed the Buffalo River
mouth and founded the town in 1836, naming it Port Rex. As
it expanded around its harbour, it was later renamed London
in honour of the capital city of Great Britain, hence the name
East London. The city expanded around its harbour on the
Buffalo River, which is South Africa’s only river port and the
seventh largest harbour in the country. The port is also home
to one of South Africa’s largest grain elevators. Major exports
here are cars, grain and wool.
The city with its fort, Fort Glamorgan which was built on the
West Bank in 1847 as one of a series of frontier forts, played an
important role in the frontier wars with the Xhosa. East London
served as a supply port to service the military headquarters
at nearby King William’s Town, about 50 kilometres away.
Today East London is a pulsating city and popular destination
for tourists and holidaymakers. The city is home to several
museums, including the Steve Biko Centre and the Calgary
Transport Museum, and also boasts some fine art galleries
and an aquarium. The city is also well-known for the older
architectural examples from the colonial era that have been
preserved, among them the Cuthberts Building, Fort Murray,
the headquarters of the Buffalo Volunteer Rifles, the Lock
Street Jail, the City Hall on Oxford Street, and more.
There are a number of game and nature reserves close to the
city while the Bridle Drift Dam is popular with water sports
enthusiasts. East London is also a city of rivers, with most of
the city falling between the Buffalo River on the southwestern
side, and the Gonubie River on the north-eastern side, with
the Nahoon River slicing through the centre. Sought-after
residential areas line the rivers, which are also popular for
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water sports and the camping and picnic sites on their banks. in the southern hemisphere. Falling within the eThekwini
The river mouths of the the Gonubie and Nahoon Rivers are Metropolitan Municipality, it is the country’s third largest city.
also home to popular beaches.
Durban was established in 1824 as a trading post called Port
Like the other coastal cities, East London is renowned for its Natal on the northern shores of the bay near today’s Farewell
superb beaches. These include the Orient Beach next to the Square and was soon expanded on land granted by the Zulu
harbour, the seaside area along the Esplanade Street, Beacon Bay King Shaka to its founders, Lt. Francis George Farewell, an
East Beach, Nahoon Beach, Bonza Bay Beach, Gonubie Beach, ex-Royal Navy officer from the Napoleonic Wars and a trader
Yellow Sands, Kidds Beach, Glen Eden, Areena, Queensbury named Henry Francis Fynn. Fynn had successfully treated King
Bay, Cintsa West and Cintsa East. Other attractions include Shaka’s stab wound he received in an assassination attempt.
East London Zoo, several excellent golf course, Inkwenkwezi The settlement soon expanded around its natural harbour with
Private Game Reserve, Mpongo Private Game Reserve, the a British military garrison and fort also being established.
Hemmingways Casino, and Buffalo Park Stadium where major
sporting and entertainment events are staged.
While the rest of the country shivers in the grip of winter, Durban
and the surrounding coastal areas of KwaZulu-Natal is the one
For more information: Buffalo City Tourism tel +27 (0)43 705 place in South Africa where summer never ends, and neither
•
3556 or +27 (0)43 721 1007, email info@buffalocitytourism. does the action. Amon the major sports events staged here
co.za or website www.buffalocitytourism.co.za.
during the winter months is the famous Comrades Marathon
run between Durban and Pietermaritzburg every year since 1921
except during WWII, as well as South Africa’s premier horse race,
Durban
the Vodacom Durban July Handicap, run on the first Saturday
of July every year since 1897 at the Greyville Racecourse.
Finally, our tour of major coastal cities ends in Durban on the
north-eastern Indian Ocean shore of South Africa. The climate For movie buffs the city also annually hosts the Durban
here is sub-tropical, which makes it extremely popular with International Film Festival, probably the biggest film event in
holidaymakers from all over. Durban is also home to South South Africa that brings together around 400 filmmakers from
Africa’s busiest port and the fourth largest container terminal around Africa and the world. Then there’s the famous Sardine
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Run, the mass migration of millions of tiny sardines being
pursued by large predators like whales, sharks and dolphins,
as well as birds and humans up along the coast. It has become
so popular that many tour operators now offer a variety of
Sardine Run tours and diving excursions so you can watch
them from within the water.

the Music Bridge market. With Durban having the largest
Indian community outside of India, in the city you will find
numerous Indian eateries offering curry dishes in a variety of
styles, mostly very, very hot. A favourite with locals however
is the Durban’s famous ‘bunny chows’ - a hollowed out loaf
of bread filled with curry.

Durban is also a city of markets and a visit to the city’s market
area around Warwick Junction, the city’s main public transport
hub where trains, buses and taxis, and about half a million
commuters, converge every day, is a must. Between 5,000 and
8,000 vendors trade here in 9 different markets and the area is
home to what probably is one of the biggest, most varied and
most authentic African markets anywhere in Southern Africa.

Given the city’s fascinating history, it is only natural that
the city offers a number of wonderful heritage routes and
cultural attractions. Some of the historical landmarks right
in the city centre include the first and second city halls, the
old court house, and the impressive Emmanuel Cathedral
which gave Durban its city status. The cathedral was built
partially with a donation from Empress Eugenie of France,
wife of Napoleon III. On an island between Dr AB Xuma Road
and Monty Naicker Street in downtown Durban you’ll also find
the famous Portuguese poet Fernando Pessoa, or rather his
bronze bust. Few people are probably aware that Pessoa,
one of the greatest poets in the Portuguese language who is
also often described as one of the most significant literary
figures of the 20th century, grew up and schooled in Durban
between 1895 and 1905.

These markets include the famous Victoria Street Market,
also known as the Indian Market, with its curries and spices;
the Zulu Muti Market where traditional healers – inyangas or
herbalists, and sangomas or diviners - prepare and display their
medicines, herbal powders and other wares; the 100-years
old vegetable and fruit market known as the Early Morning
Market; the Berea train station’s maze of stalls and shops
housing both formal and informal traders; and other markets
in the area such as an African bead market, lime and impepho
(incense) market, cow’s head meat market, the Brook Street
crafts and clothing market, the meat and fish market, and

A couple of street blocks away from Pessoa’s bust, on
Margeret Mncadi Avenue, previously the Victoria Embankment,
you’ll find the statue of Dick King and his legendary horse.
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In 1842 they made an epic journey, racing 960km in just 10
days to Grahamstown, fording 120 rivers along the way, to
fetch military help for the British garrison in Durban that was
besieged by Boer forces.
Travelling out of the central city going north, your reach the
sprawling KwaMashu township, the Inanda Valley and the
Phoenix Settlement. Here the Inanda Heritage Route starts,
and it’s said that in Inanda, there is “more history per square
kilometre than anywhere else in South Africa”. The route will
lead you to the house and offices that were once home to
Mahatma Gandhi in the Phoenix Settlement. There are some
truly fascinating exhibitions to be seen here. It was here that
Gandhi first developed his philosophy of passive resistance
against injustice, a philosophy that was applied by the people
of both South Africa and India in their struggles for freedom.
From Phoenix the road takes one up the hill to Ohlange where
John Dube, founding president of the ANC that governs South
Africa today, acquired a piece of land and built a school for
his community not far from where he was born on the Inanda
Mission Station in 1871. The school, the Zulu Christian
Industrial School, later known as the Ohlange Institute, was
the first black African-owned and run educational institution
in South Africa. Dube’s first house also still stands here, while
the graves of Dube, his wife and a number of his children are
here too…now a national monument.
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In 1994 in South Africa’s first democratic elections Nelson
Mandela chose the Dr JL Dube Interpretation Centre housed
on the school premises as the place where he cast his vote
for the first time in a fully free, democratic South Africa.
There’s much else to do in Durban, such as spending time on
its famous beaches that include the beach at uShaka Pier,
Addington Beach, South Beach, North Beach, Snake Park
Beach, Battrery Beach, Blue Lagoon Beach, the beaches around
Umhlanga, the Bluff and Amanzimtoti, to name but a few.
Or you can attend a soccer match or other sporting event at
the Moses Mabhida Stadium – or do the bungee jump from
the arch over its top - or visit a Zulu cultural village and watch
some foot stomping Zulu warriors do their powerful battle
dance. There are restaurants, pubs and clubs aplenty along
Florida Road. Or you can visit the fabulous uShaka Marine
World with its dolphin shows and massive aquarium.
•
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For more information: Visit Durban (Durban Tourism) email
info@visitdurban.travel, tel +27 (0)31 322 4164 or website
http://visitdurban.travel/.
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HS Series
All-In-One POS

With the small footprint, the HS Series clears up
counter space and enables merchants to display and
promote more merchandise to maximize sales.

The company has the only fully - fledged active POS demo room in the country, carrying
the full product range, live for channel and end user customers to view and test all
the POS hardware solutions. Mustek Limited is the sole Posiflex distributor in
Southern Africa.
Please contact us on +2711 237 1771 / to book your demo

PROBIOTICS&
YOUR HEALTH
O

ver the past 50 years or so we have seen dramatic
increases in many diseases, notably autoimmune
diseases; allergies; behaviour and learning problems;
obesity; diabetes; cardiovascular disease etc. Much of
the decline in human health can be attributed to changes
in the microbiome, which has served humans well for as
long as we have existed, but is now under great threat for
a variety of reasons.
Inside each one of us is a massive “organism “that is
rarely spoken about in day to day conversation called the
microbiome . This microbiome has ancient roots and is part
of the wonder of our creation.
The microbiome has micro organisms consisting of bacteria,
viruses, fungi and protozoa,(known as the microbiota), many
of which have still not been identified.
The microorganisms work together and depend upon one
another, similar to the way things work in nature. If one
becomes extinct it has an effect on the others as a link is
missing in communication and cooperation.
Gut microbiota can cause or prevent disease, depending
on the diet and medication as well as other influences.
Micro organisms prefer certain foods for their health and
a poor diet can affect them, making them less diverse and
predisposing their human host to disease. The microbes in
our gut love vegetables, wholegrains and fruits – especially
apples and other pectin rich fruits.
The microbiota detoxify many environmental toxins and digest
many foods that human enzymes cannot digest. A healthy
microbiome promotes gastrointestinal tract mobility, keeps
pathogens in check and plays an important role in creating
a strong immune system. A diverse and healthy microbiome
may increase the bioavailability of phytonutrients in the
diet. We are only as healthy as our microbiome.
In a healthy and balanced gut environment, the microbes
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live in perfect harmony with the human host and with
each other. The stool and flatulence are good indicators
of gut health or ill health. The stool consistency should be
well-formed with minimal odour and “winds”. A vile smell
indicates that all is not well in the microbial kingdom, and
if it is persistent, diseases could be developing. Probiotics
play an important role in microbial recovery.
It has been shown that people who have a diverse and
healthy gut microbiome have fewer allergies, less chronic
disease, and better cognitive function.
How to keep your gut healthy?
•

Avoid medication like antibiotics as antibiotics cause
loss of gut microbial diversity and the effects of one
course of antibiotics can be felt for up to two years.

•

Herbal medicine provides good alternatives to many
pharmaceutical medicines and can treat many infections
effectively without disrupting the gut ecology.

•

Eat a diet rich in vegetables, legumes, grains and
fruits - Include plenty of prebiotics in your diet: apples,
onions, garlic, sweet potato, oats, bananas and fibrous
vegetables. Berries and red wine with their high polyphenol
content also have beneficial effects on gut microbiota.

•

Avoid processed, refined and other foods with chemical
additives.

A good probiotic will ensure a healthy colon by replenishing
the microbiome when the body is under stress due to factors
like diarrhoea, antibiotic and other medication, age, surgical
procedures and loss of appetite.

All
on board…
for the summer cruise season
By Stef Terblanche
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Sea Travel

I

t’s summer, which means it’s cruise season along South Africa’s
2,800km-long coastline and onwards to Namibia, Mozambique and
the Indian Ocean islands beyond. So, for the ultimate getaway this
summer, get on board any one of a number of fabulous cruise ships
for an unforgettable experience.
If you have never before experienced the let-your-hair-down, nonstop-fun-in-the-sun treat of a cruise on board a giant floating 5-star
hotel, this summer may be the time to do so. A number of cruise
ship companies each year send a number of their ships this way for
the South African summer cruise season. This season they will offer
dozens of different cruise packages providing thousands of tourists
with the opportunity to enjoy a holiday option that has become one
of the most popular in the world.
The South African cruise ship season runs from November until
April. As part of the local tourism sector, the demand for cruise
ship holidays has grown in leaps and bounds, in line with the cruise
sector’s phenomenal growth worldwide. So popular has this become
with South Africans that the brand-new Durban Cruise Port Terminal
costing more than R200-million is currently being built. It is scheduled
to open in 2021. The Port of Cape Town already upgraded its passenger
ship terminal in 2017, with most ships now docking at this terminal
in the world-famous V&A Waterfront section.

Floating hotels

These giant multi-storied floating hotels with their multiple decks,
swimming pools, restaurants, nightclubs, bars, deck games, theatres,
boutiques, non-stop entertainment and staff that cater for your every
whim, are criss-crossing the oceans with stops at the most exotic
locations. And that will be their mission in local waters too this summer.
During the local season the ports of Cape Town and Durban serve as
home ports for a number of cruise ships that offer cruise packages
ranging from three to fourteen nights. These can take you anywhere
from going on a trip to nowhere (out to the middle of the ocean and
back), or just up the coast to the next port of call. Alternatively you
can travel all along the South African coast to the Namibian ports of
Luderitz and Walvis Bay, or up along the Mozambican coast visiting
various little islands, or across to the islands of Madagascar, Reunion,
Seychelles or Mauritius. There are also much longer cruises that go,
for instance, all the way to Croatia.
To give you an idea of its popularity, the Port of Cape Town was host to
22 passenger liners this past season, while Durban and Port Elizabeth
both welcomed 15, Richards Bay and East London had seven each,
and Mossel Bay had four visiting cruise ships. For this 2019/2020
season, some 30 vessels are expected to make 49 stops in Cape
Town, with even more ships scheduled for the following season.
Gone are the early days of cruise ship tours in South African waters
when the ships were generally old and tatty, and sometimes not so
safe, as the sinking of the Greek-owned Oceanos in 1991 and the
Itialian-owned Achille Lauro in 1994 attested. Being 39 and 48 years
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old respectively, those two ships were long past their prime,
and poor maintenance as well as negligence may have played
a role. Today’s cruise ships are modern, have the latest safety
features and equipment, are much safer in general, and can
withstand even the most extreme weather conditions and
are manned by capable and highly experienced crews. In
any event, you are unlikely to encounter anything but calm
waters and bright sunny days in South African waters over
the summer months.

Only the best

These days it is only the best for South African cruising. For
instance, the Swiss-owned, Norwegian-flagged Viking Sun
sailed South African cruise waters for the first time during
the last season. Built in 2017 the ship, which is 227 meters
long, has a beam of 28.8 meters and can accommodate 930
guests, is part of Viking Ocean Cruises’ fleet of 6 ocean liners
and some 60 river cruise ships. Last year the global travel
magazine Travel & Leisure named Viking Sun Cruises the
world’s number one ocean cruise line for ships carrying up to
2 000 guests and also named it the World’s Best River Cruise
line. In 2018 Viking Sun Cruises added South Africa to the
itinerary for its 128-day World Cruise from Miami to London,
which includes 44 port calls in 21 countries on five continents.
The rapid growth of demand in South Africa for cruise ship
experiences has prompted shipping companies to deploy
more and bigger ships here during the local season. Ross
Volk, the managing director for MSC Cruises South Africa
was recently quoted in an interview with Business Insider
SA as saying his company saw a 25% increase in guests
last season compared to the previous year. That is why MSC
Cruises – the world’s largest privately-owned cruise company
– decided to add more ships for the South African season and
also invested alongside a consortium in the Durban terminal
currently being built.

From parties to sun, food, peace and quiet

So what does one do on a cruise ship, you may wonder. Well,
there’s something for everyone. For some, as you may have
heard, it’s non-stop partying, starting with a ‘sail away’ party
on the main deck as your ship departs from your boarding
port, continuing daily on the pool deck or in one of the lounges
or pubs, and continuing through the night in the ship’s night
club. But that’s by far not all.
The cruise ships that ply our local coastal waters each year
offer so much more. To start with, cabins are comfortable and
well appointed, while those on the outside have ocean views
and some have private balconies. Venture forth from here
and visit the many little boutiques on board that sell anything
from clothing, to books, art, jewellery and a variety of curios.
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Thirsty? There are usually a variety of bars, lounges, juice bars
and other areas on board, like the pool decks, where you can
order anything to drink. Nurture a long, cool cocktail while
lounging in a jacuzzi on deck, or while watching from one
of the lounges how the sun disappears behind the horizon.
For breakfast, lunch and dinner there are a variety of restaurants
and snack bars, inside the ship and outside on the pool decks,
or just order something in your cabin. A variety of cuisine
offerings in different settings and menus from around the
world will have your mouth watering. Overeating is one of
the biggest hazards of modern cruise ship sailing!
For entertainment you will be spoilt for choice. The ships
usually have experienced entertainment staff and employ
well-known and popular entertainment artists from around the
world. Entertainment can range from bands and orchestras,
to shows by comedians, magicians, or cabaret acts. Your
ship will have at least one nightclub – more if it is a larger
ship, or you can join a deck party and dance the night away
under starry skies. Cruise ships may also offer art auctions,
talks by interesting or famous personalities, theatre, movies
and music concerts.
Fun games and activities are hosted by the entertainment
crew on the decks, usually around the main pool. And
there are plenty of deck games and other activities, games
arcades and more to keep the kids busy. Health and beauty
treatments, spas, massage rooms, and gyms are all part of
the regular offering. You can also join in fun activities ranging
from yoga to karaoke. Each night your cabin staff will leave
a schedule in your cabin of the next day’s activities, games,
entertainment and parties.
Of course, you don’t have to do any of these things. Simply
find a quiet deck or corner away from the crowd, plonk down
on a comfortable deck lounger, order some tea and scones
or a cocktail, and finally read that book you never had time
for all year. It won’t be long before the gentle motion of ship
and ocean, the mixture of sun and sea breeze, and the fresh
smell of sea air will have you dozing off.
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Coastal, island and world cruises

Cruise ships departing on the coastal cruise from Durban to
Cape Town or the other way around, usually stop along the
way at ports like East London, Port Elizabeth and Mossel Bay.
Some stay long enough in some ports to allow passengers
to go ashore for shopping, sightseeing and day tours. There
are also cruises from Cape Town to the remote South Atlantic
island of St Helena and its quaint little capital of Jamestown;
or from Cape Town to the Namibian ports of Luderitz and
Walvis Bay (a very popular one already sold out for this
season on some ships).
From Durban a number of ships offer cruises to Maputo and
up along the Mozambican coast, some stopping at exotic
coastal locations, the uninhabited nature reserve in the Bay
of Maputo named Portuguese Island, Pomene Island, or the
island of Inhaca. Some ships ferry passengers ashore for
island excursions during these stops. Also from Durban, there
are cruises to Mauritius, Reunion, Seychelles or Madagascar.
However, some cruise companies have discontinued visiting
Madagascar because of inadequate port facilities for their
larger ships. A number of cruise ship companies offer world
cruises with stops at some South African ports.

From Orchestra to Queen

Some of the ships that will be seen in South African waters
this summer include the MSC Orchestra, a 92,409-ton ship
with 13 decks and 1,275 cabins built in 2007 and carrying
2,550 passengers and 1,050 crew. The ship boasts, among
other offerings, a sports centre, a kids’ club, 3 pools, a spa,
and a range of 6 exquisite restaurants. No attention to detail
has been spared with décor that ranges from the leopardstyle décor of the Savannah Bar to the glimmering lights of
the Covent Garden Theatre.
A great eating experience will be had with a visit to the Shanghai
Chinese Restaurant, or enjoy first-class entertainment ranging
from cabaret-style shows, concerts to magic shows in the
three-tiered Covent Garden Theatre. As usual, one of the
highlights this season will be the 14-day New Year cruise
around Southern Africa.

Sea Travel

The MSC Orchestra departed Genoa, Italy on 18 October
2019 to arrive in Durban on16 November. Along the way
she would have been stopping at Civitavecchia, Chania
(Greece), Suez Canal Transit (Egypt), Eilat (Israel), Aqaba
(Jordon), Salalah (Oman), Male (Maldives), Port Victoria
(Seychelles), Port Louis (Mauritius), and Pointe des Galets
(Reunion). On 17 November she leaves Durban for the first
of her local coastal and island cruises this summer.

Queen of the
Southern
Seas
•

Another option is the glamorous MS Queen Elizabeth, one
of the Cunard Line’s three ocean liners. The ship with her 16
decks can carry well over 2,000 passengers and undertook
her maiden voyage in 2010. She was refurbished in 2014.
With Cunard and their ships steeped in history and tradition,
a voyage on board the Elizabeth is sure to let you step back
somewhat into the glamorous hey-day of cruising. (Also
read here about David Hughes’ experience on board the
Queen Victoria for the Mauritius-to-Cape-Town part of her
world cruises.)
Some of the quaint British traditions you will enjoy as a
passenger include afternoon tea (with cakes), playing a
game of croquet and attending a formal royal ball. But
the ship also has plenty of modern features, including a
state-of-the-art Computer Centre, relaxing whirlpools and
karaoke, for some fun at night. Enjoy your Afternoon Tea
in the Queens Room which is also where the Royal Nights
Themed Balls take place. The Royal Court Theatre is home
to the on-board Queen Elizabeth Theater Company, known
for their exquisite musicals and gripping productions of
Shakespeare classics. There are a number of excellent
restaurants to choose from too, among so much more on
board this truly royal floating resort.
Another option is the Azamara Quest, a 686-passenger
liner belonging to Azamara Cruises. She will be departing
Cape Town on 20 February 2020, docking along the way at
Port Elizabeth, Durban and Rihcards Bay, before heading to
Tulear (Tolagnaro) in Madagascar, then on to Seychelles,
Mauritius, Sri Lanka, Mumbai (India) and Dubai in the United
Emirates where she arrives on 17 March.

The cost

A cruise holiday also need not bust the bank. Prices range
anywhere from around R3,300 for 2 nights ex-Cape Town,
to around R5,500 for a cruise from Durban to Portuguese
Island, to about R5,900 for 4 nights inside cabin Cape Town
to Durban, and all the way up to over R50,000 for 24 nights
on board Cunard’s Queen Mary from Cape Town to New York.
For more information on cruises, itineraries, ships, cruise
companies and prices, use the contact details provided
below.
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Freelance travel writer David Hughes takes us along
for his recent cruise experience on board Cunard’s
Queen Victoria

Cunard Line’s illustrious flagship, Queen Mary II, holds the
present undisputed title of “Queen of The North Atlantic”,
thus upholding the traditional ocean liner link started by
Samuel Cunard with his ground-breaking Britannia way back
in 1840. That is the material of legend, that linked those two
continents, Great Britain and North America, with a regular
passenger service and in many ways changed the style
of sea travel forever. That tradition happily continues, and
Cunard is adamant to retain their wonderful sense of past
maritime history aboard their modern cruise ships today.
All three Cunard’s iconic queens – Mary, Victoria and
Elizabeth – are seen in South African waters from time
to time, normally forming a part of Cunard’s World Cruise
programme. No stranger to Cunard, I have served as a Guest
Lecturer aboard their ships, and organized a book launch
aboard Queen Mary, adding a copy of my own cruising
Guide to the Library aboard - which boasts being the largest
aboard a passenger vessel at sea. So, I and my travel review
partner Buddy Ross recently eagerly accepted an invitation
to join the Queen Victoria in Mauritius for a wonderful week
aboard, with calls at Reunion and Port Elizabeth before
ending in Cape Town. This was just a small section of the
ship’s 2019 World Cruise.
I can unashamedly admit that this voyage experience was
the best I have sampled to date. All that Cunard style of
service, elegance and maritime tradition lives on proudly
on board the Queen Victoria.
Crew members take pride in serving aboard and understand
they are all a part of something special. I was delighted to
come across some folk from Southern Africa, for example,
the bookshop manager hails from Cape Town and the Lido
Deck barman from Zimbabwe.
A typical day at sea could start with a refreshing jacuzzi
and a walk around the Sun Deck in the early morning - easily
done with good weather in our sunny Indian Ocean. Then
return to the cabin where a super breakfast tray has been
delivered by your Cabin Steward. After this pay a visit to the
two-deck library, which is quite a marvel or a mid-morning
visit to the theatre for a guest lecture. During our voyage we

Sea Travel

Queen Victoria upper deck - David Hughes

Interior of Queen Victoria - David Hughes 2

Queen Victoria in port, Mauritious - David Hughes

were richly entertained by the former South African politician
and ambassador Douglas Gibson who, among others, gave a
lecture on Queen Victoria, the monarch that is and not the ship.
After a quick cocktail in the lovely Chart Room Bar, lunch could
be enjoyed in the Britannia Restaurant. The afternoon could
be set aside for swimming and settling into a deck chair for a
quiet nap or to catch up on reading. Some afternoons found
us around 4pm in the magnificent Queens Room, for a High
Tea of note, complete with cucumber sandwiches, scones and
a lady playing the harp. And that’s only the daytime activities.
After all that activity, a break prior to the evening’s offerings
seemed necessary. The evening could include a show in
the super three-deck Victorian-styled theatre, followed by a
second sitting dinner.
The balcony cabin in the aft area on Deck Five, was a pure
delight. An ample seating area with wide screen television,
regularly refilled bar fridge, most comfortable bed and of course
the balcony itself, ideal for an avid ship-spotter like myself.
Anyone can really do it now and experience a cruise - cruise

ship activities today cater for all ages, all tastes, and people from
all walks of life. For this, the shorter Cunard voyage like the one
we did, is perfect.

Find out more…
MSC Cruises: Call: 087 630 0333; website: www.msccruises.co.za
Cunard: Call: 0344 338 8641; website:
www.cunard.com
Cunard/Whitestar Cruise & Travel: 011-4633293;
website: www.whitestar.co.za
Pentravel: Call: 087 094 0011; website:
www.pentravel.co.za.
Flight Centre: Call: 0877 40 50 55; website:
www.flightcentre.co.za/cruises#to-or-from-south-africa
Cruiseabout: Call: 0860 144 721; website
www.cruiseabout.co.za
SouthAfrica.TO: Email cruises@southafrica.to;
website www.southafrica.to
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redefines Africa’s mid-range hotel offering
The name ONOMO has steadily gained
traction in the hospitality sector in Africa, fast
redefining the three-and four-star segment
for business and leisure travel throughout the
continent. It’s a lively brand, energetic and
exciting, whose name is sired from the
mythology of the Dogon people of Mali, one
of the world’s centres of culture, knowledge
and wealth. It is believed that the goddess
Amma’s son, ONOMO, was responsible for
creating harmony on earth, and it is here that
the brand finds its resonance.
At the heart of the ONOMO Hotels experience is harmony: the meeting of function,
connectivity, humanity and an unparalleled
sensory experience, all in response to the
needs of the modern nomad who travels for
business and leisure throughout the African
continent.
ONOMO Hotels was created in 2009 with
the idea of a mid-range African hotel brand
with a strong localised identity, in harmony

with the global standards of the mid-range
hotel offering. The group has had a
successful run of hotel openings since
inception, supported by its main investor, the
Luxembourg-based Batipart Group.
In 2017 the group successfully completed
a €106m equity fund-raiser, attracting two
new investors, namely CDC Group plc, a UK
Government-owned development finance
institution, and CIC Capital, the international
private equity arm of CM-CIC Investment.
In just under 10 years, ONOMO Hotels’
portfolio is sitting at 18 hotels, with ONOMO
Maputo set to open its doors in Sep 2019
and ONOMO Dar Es Salaam to follow suit,
while ONOMO Kampala is under construction, on course to open its doors in 2020.
At the heart of the offering is a solid concept
based on an accessible, consistent, and
modern hotel business, in principal
destinations. Simply put: ONOMO Hotels
offer a reflection of the time, at an affordable
price. Its hotels are exceptional at offering

ultra comfortable, well-appointed rooms,
good working spaces within the rooms
as well as the hub of the reception areas,
uncapped free high-speed Wi-Fi, a multitude
of TV channels, high-end security and great
food and beverage outlets. The properties’
fully-equipped conference and meeting
rooms add to the functionality of a hotel
that caters for all needs and is able to host
extraordinary events, incorporating sports,
arts and culture.
Each ONOMO Hotel captures the essence
of its location and reflects the energy of its
community. Eminent qualities of diverse
African cultures are in the art that is always
sourced locally, focusing on interesting,
energetic, contemporary artists.
There is a network of ONOMO Hotels across
the continent. Travellers can book a stay in
Abidjan, Douala, Libreville, Conakry, Tanger,
Casablanca, Rabat, Bamako, Kigali, Dakar,
Lomé, Durban, Cape Town and Sandton.

KINGDOMS,
CASTLES &
PALACES
By Stef Terblanche

Heritage

The colonisation of South Africa by the Dutch in the mid1600s started with the building of a castle. Since then castles
and palaces seem to have proliferated here at the southern
tip of Africa in what seems to be a love affair between the
people and such mythical abodes… strange for a country
that has no monarch, wouldn’t you say?
Did I say, no monarch? Well that is absolutely wrong! In
fact, South Africa has no fewer than seven kingdoms
that are fully recognised and supported by the state and
the Constitution, plus a unique queenship that has been
recognised since 2016. But more about this in a moment.
Much of the earlier part of the modern history of South
Africa that followed the beginning of Dutch colonisation
revolved around an impressive building that still stands
today as a sturdy landmark in the heart of Cape Town:
the Castle of Good Hope. In 1652, the Dutch East India
Company sent Commander Jan van Riebeeck with three
ships to establish a refreshment station for the Company’s
ships en route from Europe to East Asia, and to maintain
its monopoly over the Spice Trade. Initially Van Riebeeck
erected the Fort de Goede Hoop (Fort of Good Hope), little
more than a wood and mud construction located at what
is today the central business district of the city.
But as rumours and the threat of war between the Netherlands
and England grew in 1664, the Company ordered that the
fort be replaced with a stronger stone fortress to provide
greater protection for the Dutch settlement.

The Castle of Good Hope
In 1666, Governor Zacharias Wagenaar laid the four
cornerstones of the Castle of Good Hope and most of the
subsequent building work was carried out by soldiers and
sailors. The Castle was finally completed in 1679 after many
delays. Today it is the oldest still-existing building in South
Africa and the guided tours offered within its confines provide
a fascinating look into South Africa’s early colonial history.
The design of the castle consisted of a large central courtyard
dissected by a main building called De Kat, with five bastions
at the corners giving it a star shape. The five bastions were
named Leerdam, Buuren, Katzenellenbogen, Nassau, and
Oranje, being the main titles of Philip William, the Dutch
Prince of Orange. Each of the bastions housed its own
garrison complete with magazine, storerooms, workshops
and facilities like bakeries. Originally the entrance was seafacing – where Strand Street passes it today – but high
tides made it impractical and it was moved to the western
side facing the Grand Parade, where it is today.
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Today’s Strand Street used to be the beach, but land reclamations
in the 1930s and 1940s created the Foreshore and pushed the
sea back to where the harbour is today, causing the Castle to
now find itself in the centre of Cape Town, far from the sea.
Until the late 1800s the Castle served as the administrative
seat of South Africa as well as the governor’s residence.
When the governors later relocated, the Castle continued to
serve as the political centre until the formation of the Union
of South Africa in 1910. It was handed over to the South
African National Defence Force in 1917, who still occupy and
manage the Castle today. In 1936, the Castle was declared
a National Monument.
No visit to Cape Town is complete without taking a guided
tour of the Castle. Cutting across the central courtyard is
the building known as De Kat which housed the residences
of the governor and the secunde (second-in-command), and
a large council hall that also served as a church. It is from
the perfectly preserved, ornate balcony of De Kat designed
by Louis Michel Thibault and with reliefs and sculptures by
Anton Anreith — the entrance to the governor’s residence
—that announcements and judicial sentences – including
death sentences - were read to the inhabitants of the Castle.
Many a drama, both happy and gut-wrenchingly miserable,
played itself out here.
Today, in more pleasant circumstances, De Kat houses the
Iziko William Fehr Collection of historical paintings, antique
furniture, and ceramics that have special relevance to the
early Cape.
The military history of the Castle and Cape Town is also
preserved here, with the Castle Military Museum housing an
impressive array of military artefacts and exhibits from the
17th to the 19th centuries. Visiting the Castle one can also
view the changing of the guard at noon and the Key Ceremony
(replicating the ceremonial unlocking of the Castle) at 10am
and noon every weekday.
Other highlights of a Castle tour include a visit to a unique
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torture chamber or interrogation room, recently upgraded to
create an even more authentic experience. Next to it is the
Donker Gat (dark hole) in which prisoners, including the early
Cape rebel Adam Tas, were locked up in absolute darkness.
During your visit the door will be closed so you can experience
just how totally dark it was.
In the Castle are also statues of the amaHlubi king Langalibalele‚
Zulu king Cetshwayo‚ Bapedi king Sekhukhune and the
Khoisan leader Doman, all of whom were incarcerated at
the Castle at different times. There is a ceramic art museum
where the original sculptured lions that used to protect the
main entrance, are on display. Then there is the Lady Anne
Ballroom, named after Lady Anne Barnard, a Scottish travel
writer, artist and socialite, and the author of the ballad Auld
Robin Gray, whose five-year residence in Cape Town had a
significant impact on the cultural and social life of the time.
Still there too is the Dolphin Pool where Lady Anne is said to
have bathed in the nude, much to the moral consternation of
the authorities of the time.
Then there is the memorial dedicated to the Khoi princess
Krotoa, or Eva as she was called by Van Riebeeck. Eva was
employed in the Van Riebeeck household as a child minder
and doubled as a translator. She lived in the original Fort of
Good Hope but had an association with the later Castle as
well after she married a Danish soldier and explorer Pieter van
Meerhof. After his death she fell apart and started drinking
heavily. Eventually her children were sent to Mauritius (but
later returned) and she was banished to Robben Island where
she died on 29 July 1674.
You can also visit a bakery and kitchen to see how people
made their food back then, see the officers’ living quarters, or
enjoy a meal in the De Goewerneur Restaurant which serves
delicious Malay, Dutch and French cuisine.
But of course, while a visit to the Castle is a fascinating must,
South Africa’s relationship with such august places of abode
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started long before Van Riebeeck and the Dutch arrived at the
Cape of Good Hope.

SA’s ancient royal houses
When the Dutch arrived here, they found a social system
among the Khoekhoen – one of the two main branches of
the collectively named Khoisan or original inhabitants of the
southwestern parts of Africa – consisting of a number of
pastoral tribes or clans, each headed by a powerful chief or
captain with his own ruling seat, known as a kraal.
While the chief’s kraal – and his personal herd of sheep and
cattle - reflected his status, power and wealth that set him
apart from his fellow clansmen or followers, his kraal did not
display anything like the extravagant opulence of European
royal courts. Unfortunately no examples of such Khoekhoen
chiefs’ kraals have survived and we can only guess what they
must have looked like.

A panel of experts appointed by former President Thabo
Mbeki in 2003, investigated traditional leadership disputes
and claims dating back to 1927. The panel discovered that
out of the 13 paramount kingships that existed then, only seve
were qualified to be recognized as kingships or queenships.
However, subsequently then president Jacob Zuma gave his
assurance that those traditional leaders who were found to
be illegitimate would not be dethroned, but that the title would
come to an end on the death of the current incumbents.
The seven officially recognised kingdoms/queenships that remain
in South Africa, are :
•
•
•
•

•
However, as mentioned, other monarchical systems that existed
among the tribes of Bantu-origin in South Africa back then,
continue to this day in the form of seven kingdoms. Chapter
11 of the Constitution of South Africa recognizes the role and
status of traditional leadership according to customary law,
but further legislation was later adopted that ‘democratised’
the system, including requirements that 40% of the council
must be elected, and one-third must be women.
But these kings don’t live in the traditional Western idea of a
castle or palace such as, for example, Buckingham Palace in
the United Kingdom. However, receiving generous royal salaries
and benefits from the state, they do live in relative luxury in
their residences located at what are variously referred to as
royal houses, royal kraals, great places or great palaces. Some
of these can be visited, but most are private and closed to the
public, although you can view them from nearby by visiting
the areas where you will also find much else of interest.
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•
•

King Zwelonke Sigcawu of the AmaXhosa (Eastern Cape)
King Goodwill Zwelithini of the AmaZulu (KwaZulu-Natal)
King Buyelekhaya Dalindyebo of the AbaThembu (Eastern
Cape)
King Toni Mphephu Ramabulana of the VhaVenda
(Limpopo) (currently being challenged for the throne by
Princess Masindi Mphephu)
King Makhosonke Enoch Mabena of the AmaNdebele
(Mpumalanga)
King Zanozuko Tyelovuyo Sigcau of the AmaMpondo
(Eastern Cape)
King Thulare Victor Thulare of the Bapedi ba Maroteng
(Limpopo)

A king’s labyrinth defences
King Mphephu of the VhaVenda, the tribe to which South
African President Cyril Ramaphosa belongs, lives at his
official residence, the House at Dzata, in Dzanani, Limpopo.
Dzata is regarded as the spiritual home of the VhaVenda and
is the ancient capital of Venda. Some years ago, the writer
was honoured to visit the royal kraal of the current king’s
predecessor, his half-brother King Tshimangadzo Dimbanyika
Mphephu, who died in a car accident in 1997.
One fascinating detail of that visit was a cliffside directly
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behind the royal compound into which was carved a labyrinth
of different pathways and stairs. Only one, known to the king
and his close guards and aids, led to a cave at the top, filled
with weapons and large rocks. In case of an attack on the
royal house, the idea was that the king would – as in ancient
times – flee up the labyrinth path to the cave from where he
would be defended using the ancient firearms and hurling the
large rocks onto the attackers.
Zulu King Zwelithini lives in his royal palace at Nongoma in
KwaZulu-Natal. It is here that he delivers important speeches
and conducts all his royal ceremonies such as the annual reed
dance when bare-breasted maidens dance for him in the hope
of being selected as his next bride. In fact, Zwelithini has six
wives and has fathered 28 children at last count a year ago.
Zwelithini comes from a long line of 27 royal predecessors,
the last eight of whom have been kings of the House of Zulu.
Apart form his own official residence, Zwelithinbi has in the
past been criticised for the opulence of individual palaces he
has built for his wives.
There are various traditional tribal cultural centres in South Africa
where one can learn more about the cultures, the practices
and the royal traditions of the various South African tribes.
A good starting place is the Lesedi Cultural Village situated
within the Cradle of Humankind in North West Province. To
learn more about King Zwelithini’s people and forebears,
including Shaka kaSenzangakhona (ca. 1787–1828), also
known as Shaka Zulu, a visit to the Shakaland Zulu Cultural
Village at Eshowe, KwaZulu-Natal is a must. Shaka Zulu was
the fierce warrior king who united various groups, clans ans
tribes into the modern Zulu nation. At Shakaland one can see
how he lived, what a royal Zulu kraal looks like, and learn all
about Zulu culture and traditions.
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Africa’s only queenship
Not to be forgotten, is Africa’s only real queenship, that of the
Rain Queen Modjadji, the hereditary queen of the Balobedu
of the Limpopo Province of South Africa. The origin, legend
and latter-day existence of the Rain Queen reads like a
Shakespearian drama of intrigue, scandal and family feuds.
Her hereditary title is something of an oddity in Africa where
patriarchal systems dominate. In stark contradiction with all
other African monarchical customs, the Rain Queen is a title
that only a woman can obtain and is passed from mother to
eldest daughter. The Rain Queen is believed to have special
powers, including the ability to control the clouds and rainfall.
Currently, there is no ruling Rain Queen, as the previous Rain
Queen died in 2005 but a new Rain Queen, her daughter,
Masalanabo Modjadji is expected to be crowned when she
turns 18 in 2023. In 2016 then president Zuma gazetted a
proclamation by which the state for the first time ever officially
recognised the queenship of the Rain Queen.
The Rain Queen dynasty’s throne is located in the ancestral
village of Modjadjiskloof in the fertile valley of Molototsi, about
141km from Polokwane. In the past visits to the Rain Queen
could be arranged, but now one would have to be satisfied
with a visit to the royal village or wait until the new queen’s
coronation.

Mapungubwe Kingdom
There’s another old kingdom to be visited in South Africa…the
very ancient Kingdom of Mapungubwe near the confluence
of the Limpopo and Shashe rivers close to the border with

FRANSCHHOEK MOTOR MUSEUM
The Franschhoek Motor Museum offers visitors a special opportunity to look back at more than 100 years of
motoring history with its unique and exciting collection of vehicles, motorcycles, bicycles and memorabilia
in the magnificent setting of L’Ormarins. Across the length and breadth of Southern Africa, only one place
can adequately portray the evolution of the automobile, The Franschhoek Motor Museum.
Admission prices are: R80 adults | R60 pensioners | R60 motor club members | R40 children (3-12yrs)
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Visit our website for convenient online booking.
Large buses and motorbikes enter and park at Anthonij Rupert Wyne gate. No pedestrian access from the
gate. Maximum size of tour bus allowed is 22 seater, larger groups please book in advance.
 l’ormarins wine estate |  +27 (0)21 874 9000 |  fmm@fmm.co.za |  www.fmm.co.za
Follow us  
| Join our newsletter 
33°52’18.8”S

18°59’54.6”E
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Zimbabwe. However, complete castles or palaces you will no
longer find here, but untouched remains of palaces, settlements
and burial grounds, as well as many astonishing gold artefacts
were indeed left behind. The latter are now housed in the
Mapungubwe Museum in Pretoria. If you wish to know what
the ancient kingdom must have looked like, a visit to nearby
Great Zimbabwe (also known as the Zimbabwe Ruins) just
across the border will be helpful.
Designated the Mapungubwe Cultural Landscape by UNESCO,
this World Heritage Site in Limpopo Province near the
Zimbabwean border, today comprises the ancient Kingdom
of Mapungubwe and the Mapungubwe National Park. Upon
this open savannah, dotted with rocky outcrops and hills,
near the confluence of the two rivers, this kingdom once
flourished, being one of Southern Africa’s earliest and most
sophisticated kingdoms between 1075 and 1220. After this
brief period the area was abandoned.

royals and commoners. Among some twenty-four skeletons
that were unearthed in a burial ground on Mapungubwe hill,
two were believed to be a king and queen of Mapungubwe.
Walkways and lookout platforms have been created from
where visitors can view key points of the kingdom. The area
now falls within the Mapungubwe National Park administered
by SANParks, which with the Tuli Block in Botswana and the
Tuli Safari area in Zimbabwe, forms part of the LimpopoShashe Transfrontier Conservation Area, now officially known
as Greater Mapungubwe Transfrontier Conservation Area.

Fairy-tale castles on the beach
If it’s fairy-tale castles and palaces and their intriguing stories
that tickle your fancy, you have to take a trip to Knysna on
the Garden Route and its magical kingdom on the beach. I
am talking of course about the intriguing, mysterious castles
of Noetzie.

Established at Mapungubwe Hill, the kingdom was home
to some 5,000 people that became a powerful and wealthy
tribe that knew how to work with gold and traded ivory and
gold with Eastern cultures such as China and India. It is here
that archaeologists found the famous golden rhino and other
evidence of this wealthy African kingdom. The kingdom formed
the first stage of what would later become the Kingdom of
Zimbabwe further north.

Just a ten-minute drive from Knysna at the mouth of the
Noetzie River you will come to the edge of a high hill and
discover, far below, a secluded cove boasting a pristine whitesanded beach, a quiet estuary at the mouth of a river with
dark water, a large variety of indigenous flora and fauna and,
the big prize, an eclectic collection of stone-walled, turreted
and fanciful castles.

Much evidence has been unearthed here of special sites for
initiation ceremonies, household activities, sites for other
social functions, cattle kraals and the accommodation of

Who are the kings and queens who might live in them, you
may well wonder, before engaging the very steep walk or
drive down. Well, there are none and no ancient battles ever
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occurred here nor did any kingdoms thrive here. What gave
rise to this mysterious cluster of castles watching over this
almost private little beach, was rather a family’s spirit of pure
fun, wild imagination and carefree holidays and the castles
are mere holiday homes.

did exactly that. Upon completion his holiday home became
known simply as ‘The Castle’. The trend caught on and soon
more followed and today there are a number of ‘castles’ here.
All but one of the six castles are available for vacation rentals,
while functions such as weddings are also hosted here.

Noetzie, derived from the Khoi word Noetziekamma meaning
place of dark water, started out as a holiday destination for
families from Knysna, Oudtshoorn and elsewhere. Long before
the construction of the steep, winding road that could take
motor vehicles to the bottom, those seeking a quiet retreat
would come here on their horse-drawn carts and make their
way to the simple seaside huts and camping grounds below.
Later people started building more permanent structures and
eventually the cluster of castles would arise.

The Count’s castle

The earliest written reference to Noetzie was made on the
4th March 1786 by adventurer and captain of the Dutch
East India Company Colonal Robert Jacob Gordon. However,
archaeological excavations of the Noetzie midden show that
Noetzie has been a popular destination for the last 3,500 years.
The oldest castle, at the end of the beach, was built in 1930 as
a holiday house by Herbert Stephen Henderson, who lived in
what was then Southern Rhodesia. Building with local stone,
Henderson had no intention of building a ‘castle’, but when a
friend who was watching the building, jokingly said, “All you
need to do is to add a few turrets and you’ll have a castle”, he
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Over the years many other ‘castles’ have been built in South
Africa, such as the Casa Labia in Muizenberg, Cape Town. This
grand old mansion was built by genuine royalty, the Italian
Count Natale Labia. He and his wife Ida, daughter of the mining
pioneer Sir J.B. Robinson whom the count married in 1921,
built Casa Labia both as a family home and to serve as the
Italian Legation. It was to be a Cape version of the Palazzo
Labia in Venice. It remained in the family who restored this
much-loved national monument. It opened to the public on 5
May 2010 as South Africa’s most exquisite multi-functional
cultural centre.
Another truly authentic castle is the Litchtenstein Castle perched
high up on Karbonkelberg Mountain in Hout Bay, and which
is based on the original Gothic Schloss Lichtenstein Castle
in southern Germany. Once a residence, this magnificent
castle can now be hired as accommodation and for events.
Such then is the story of South Africa’s castles and palaces.
But then again, every person’s home is of course their own
personal castle.
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CELEBRATING
2020!
POPULAR EVENTS OR PLACES
FOR RINGING IN THE NEW YEAR
Staff Writer

I

t’s the one day in the year – 31 December – when everybody
let’s their hair down as we count down the minutes to usher
in the New Year…. At the stroke of midnight, champagne
corks pop, strangers hug and kiss each other, shouts of ‘happy
new year’ fill the air, canons go off, sirens wail, fireworks light
up the skies, cars and ships sound their hooters, and bands
strike up with Auld Lang Syne.
Some of us prefer to celebrate it more sedately with family
or close friends; others pay lots of money to attend one of
the big private parties; but most flock to public spaces where
huge crowds gather – think of London’s Piccadilly Square,
Sydney’s Harbour Bridge, or New York’s Time Square.
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In South Africa the major public celebratory gatherings take
place at Cape Town’s V&A Waterfront, Durban’s Marine Parade
and Johannesburg’s central downtown area. But there’s much
happening elsewhere too, especially in the coastal towns
and resorts.
Below we provide a guide to some of this year’s New Year’s
Eve gatherings around the country – most of them free of
charge in public spaces. Unless stated otherwise, all listed
events take place on the night of Tuesday 31 December 2019
into Wednesday 1 January 2020.

Summer Fun

WESTERN CAPE
Cape Town: V&A Waterfront New Year’s Eve
Celebration
Billed as the biggest New Year’s Eve party in South Africa, this
is an annual tradition with a spectacular fireworks display.
Entry is free to all areas of the V&A Waterfront, except for those
Waterfront establishments that will be hosting their own parties,
such as restaurants. A good event for the whole family.

Cape Town: Kirstenbosch Summer Concerts –
New Year’s Eve Concert
This forms part of the annual Kirstenbosch Summer Concerts
series. An open-air setting in the beautiful Kirstenbosch National
Botanical Garden, with a mountain backdrop. An entrance fee
is charged. Bring you rugs and picnic basket and come early
to find a good spot on the sloping lawns close to the stage.

Cape Town: Table View Beachfront
Although Cape Town’s municipality has announced they are
not allocating any designated areas of the city this year for
public fireworks displays, the beachfront of Table View is still
a good spot from where you can watch the V&A Waterfront’s
fireworks display across the bay.

Cape Town: Camps Bay
Camps Bay beach offers families a quieter New Year’s Eve
experience. Bring blankets, candles and picnic baskets. While
the beach is a nice quiet spot, the beachfront area lining the road
with its many bars and restaurants draws a bigger, noisier crowd.

Cape Town: Table Mountain & Signal Hill
The last cable car comes down at 9.30pm, so waiting for the
New Year on top of the mountain is a no-no. But there are many
good vantage points where you can park along Tafelberg Road
(after the lower cable station) and along Signal Hill Road. From
here you will have a spectacular bird’s-eye view of the city lights
below and the fireworks display in the V&A Waterfront. Take a
picnic basket and blankets along. But don’t park alone in any
isolated spots – stay with the crowds.

Cape Town: Long Street & De Waterkant
Upper Long Street and the Waterkant area at the beginning
of Green Point are the two epicentres of the city’s clubbing,
bars and entertainment scene. These two areas get extra
crowded and busy on New Year’s Eve with their many
establishments filled to capacity with revellers. In Long
Street the revellers line the first-floor balconies to watch
the street action below. When midnight approaches, both of
these areas are brought to a complete standstill by crowds
and it becomes a massive street party. A note of caution
though: in Long Street one has to be wary of pickpockets
and other bad elements.

Paarl: Nederburg Wine Estate
Traditionally the New Year’s Eve concert on this historic and
famous wine estate starts at 9.30pm with laidback classics
being played in a relaxed atmosphere far from the crowds.
Ideal for bringing your picnic basket and the whole family.
The estate offers a range of some of the best wines.

Franschhoek: Winelands celebrations
Many of the restaurants lining the main street of Franschhoek,
as well as the surrounding wine estates, lay on superb New
Year’s Eve events, which turns the entire village and valley
into one big celebration. Special outdoor music and dance
events also take place here.

Gardens, Cape Town: Alcazar New Year’s
Party
Billed as the premium inner-city New Year’s Eve Party. The
party hosted at Alcazar will showcase 12 hours of music
by the best of electronic dj’s. There will also be Cirque-style
performance art by Olympic gymnasts and fire dancers
across three distinctly decked-out stages, with VIP options.
Price: R390–R690.

Cape Town Central: Sotano’s island style
party
You can dress up island-style for the party at Sotano’s on
Bree Street, the cool inner-city venue. The evening kicks off
with a welcome cocktail and canapés, followed by dancing
to the tunes of DJ David Sandler (deep tech, deep house)
right up until the year turns 2020 and beyond. Limited tables
of six are available for booking for R3,500, which includes
a bottle of Tanqueray and Fitch & Leedes mixers at Sotano
on Bree. Price: R450.
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Stellenbosch Wine Route: Kiff Kombi Bilton and
Wine Tour
Do the pre-New Year’s Eve party wine, beer and biltong safari
with Kiff Kombi Tours taking you to two craft breweries and two
wine farms, each visit complete with tastings including wine and
biltong pairing. Enjoy a South African braai. All of this along the
Stellenbosch wine route with Kiff Kombi Tours. Then leave to
go and party into the early hours of the next year. Price: R950

Constantia, Cape Town: Family-friendly
Constantia Valley dance party
Bring your own picnic basket and get cozy and comfortable at
The Range, Orpen Road, Tokai - a unique venue in the Constantia
Valley countryside. Dance to classics and old favourites as
The Professors perform covers. Drinks are available at the
fully stocked bar and there are activities for children under the
age of 12, such as arts and crafts and a jumping castle. Price:
R65–R275

Clifton, Cape Town: Tigger 2 Boat Cruises
See the last sunset of 2019 as you cruise out of Cape Town
harbour towards Clifton on a 55-foot catamaran and see the
New Year’s fireworks show from the deck. There are two options:
the earlier departure allows you to watch the sunset and, on
returning to the harbour, have dinner of sushi, oysters, Wagyu
beef, and canapés, after which you disembark and watch the
midnight fireworks at the V&A; or alternatively, board at 10pm,
dine at the mooring, then sail off for the midnight fireworks show
to be watched from the sea. Price: R1160–R2460.

Cape Point: Vineyards Party

This is a high-class affair with champagne and oysters that you
can dress up for! Held in the Cape Point Vineyards with DJ Rene
The Frenchman and Kiriya on saxophone on the spacious deck.
There’ll be bubbly on arrival, snacks from 7pm to 9pm, a range
of things to nibble on and much more. Price: R350 to R750.

New Year’s Eve on Clifton Beach - Quality Master, Shutterstock
iStock-makedadance

Shimmy, Waterfront: Blue Marlin Party

Shimmy Beach Club will be hosting Ibiza’s sexy Blue Marlin party
concept that includes day-to-night dining, beach, sunbathing,
music and dancing, all in one place at a sea-front venue.
There’ll be incredible dancers and live performances by Gore
Performance (Spain) and a line-up of top local and international
DJs such as Camilo Franco (Ibiza), Andy Baxter (Ibiza/UK),
Nadja DJ (Ibiza) and Dean Fuel (RSA) at Shimmy Beach Club.
Price: R750 – R1850 (VIP grants you access via a separate
entrance to the VIP lounge area, with VIP toilets, waiter service
and unreserved seating).
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Summer Fun

EASTERN CAPE
Nieu-Bethesda: New Year’s Eve Festival of
Lights
This inland town north of Graaf-Reinet, famous for its Owl
House that draws visitors from around the world, each New
Year’s Eve stages the Festival of Lights and lantern parade. It
is a wonderful community event across cultural and religious
barriers in a joyous celebration organised by the Bethesda
Arts Centre.
It begins with a performance in the Centres Courtyard Theatre.

Port Alfred: Ndlambe Music Festival

The Ndlambe Music Festival is a popular annual New Year’s
Eve event that takes place in Port Alfred.

Port Elizabeth: Shark Rock Pier

The beachfront area is where it’s all happening – Humewood,
Summerstrand, Hobie Beach and especially the area around
Shark Rock Pier opposite the Boardwalk casino complex. Usually
a fireworks display is part of the fun.

East London: Beachfront

While no information was available about any formally planned
celebratory gatherings for 31 December, crowds of differing
sizes are normally drawn to the city’s many beach areas: the
area around Orient Beach, the Esplanade, Quigney Beach and
Beacon Bay, as well as further out of the city at Nahoon Beach
and Nahoon River mouth.

Wild Coast: Coffee Bay NYE Party

Tranquillity usually marks the green hills of the Transkei and
the pristine coastline of the Wild Coast. But for one day of the
year on New Year’s Eve the annual New Year’s Bash at the
Sugarloaf Backpackers Lodge brings the entire area around
Coffee Bay alive.
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Durban: Fact Durban Rocks #Fact18, People’s
Park, Moses Mabhida Stadium

Soweto: Theatre in Colours Countdown Party

Come and celebrate at Fact Durban Rocks number 18 with the
biggest line-up of SA’s best artists and the coolest #FactFans
from around South Africa. Not only will you be experiencing the
very best in SA Hip Hop, Gqom and Afro House, but there will
also be new talent from their #FactShine Competition Winners.
Fact Tickets are for from Webtickets and Pick N Pay Stores.

Durban: Marine Parade
Traditionally the entire beachfront area along Marine Parade
teems with revellers on New Year’s Eve. It is also the scene of
the following day’s big come-down and ocean splash when tens
of thousands of people pack the beaches after the partying of
the night before. From here you will also have a good view of
any fireworks displays that may take place on New Year’s Eve
in the city, while the restaurants, clubs and hotels in this area
all lay on their own parties.

Ballito: North Coast street party
South Africa’s most famous street party, Ballito NYE is back!
For years party people have been flocking in their thousands
to the bustling coastal town of Ballito to celebrate their way
into a brand-new year. Believe it or not, this little tradition is
a very big 16 years old this year! The New Year’s Eve Ballito
Street Party has been hailed as the most famous street party
in South Africa. With several dance floors and international
DJs, the party has become a big hit and by 8pm on the 31st
there’s no more space for a mouse.
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The Soweto Theatre, in partnership with Jozi FM, brings you
Soweto in Colours Countdown to 2020, with 2 Stages, 20 DJs,
fireworks display and Jozi FM Live Broadcast. Limited cooler
boxes will be allowed at R100 per cooler box. No sales at the
door. No under 18’s. More info at: https://www.sowetotheatre.com

Johannesburg: Constitution Hill with AfroPunk
Constitution Hill is famous for its history, and doubles as a
venue for massive parties! This New Year’s AfroPunk will take
the stage to share cultural hits and mixes from famous local and
international artists. AfroPunk is renowned for its multiculturalism,
bringing together artists and fans of all races, genders, creeds,
and backgrounds. It’s set to be a banging party. Tickets are
sure to sell out fast, so get in there and book while you can!

Johannesburg: MOYO, Zoo Lake
Take the hop-on-hop-off Red Bus to get to Zoo Lake Park!
Once there, MOYO cafe in the Zoo Lake Park will not only offer
fabulous cuisine, but also a picturesque atmosphere and great
live music as well. Sit amongst twinkling lights hanging from
the trees and sit back to enjoy the music and great African
styled food. On New Year’s they are offering a buffet and set
menu. The venue is open from 8:00 AM till late on the day, and
tickets go for R275 per person for the set meals and R295 for
the New Year’s dinner buffet.
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Johannesburg: 2 Storey Party on the Hill
A short walk from Zoo Lake, partygoers will have a night to remember at the The
Westcliff. Two DJs will be performing for the night, including DJ Abby Nurock, famous
for her classic technics and vinyl records. VIP Seating and bottle arrangements are
available for those looking for an exclusive experience. Tickets are R995 per person.
You can reserve a table by emailing Natalie.harrison@fourseasons.com.

Johannesburg: Joburg City Party
Make your way to Mary Fitzgerald Square in Newtown – downtown Johannesburg
– where you can join fifty thousand of people from midday on 31 December as they
wait for midnight and the city’s biggest fireworks display. Food stalls and live music
will take care of all your needs. Surrounding roads are closed off to traffic and no
alcohol is allowed. Entrance is free.

-

Pretoria: Time Square Casino’s Block Party
Time Square in Pretoria last year staged one of the biggest New Year’s Eve parties
the city has ever seen, with no less than 13 local and international DJs that kept
people dancing for 15 hours straight.
The party was designed to emulate one of the world’s biggest New Year’s parties
at Time Square, New York. The Sun Arena, where it was held, is the first venue of
its kind in Pretoria and also the largest purpose-built indoor seated arena in South
Africa holding up to 8,500 guests.

Johannesburg: Back to the Future at Randlords
One of memorable NYE parties in Johannesburg is Back to the Future at Randlords.
Guests can watch the last sunset of 2019 with spectacular views of Joburg City
while sipping on cocktails at the Randlords Rooftop Bar and Lounge. Clive, Bobstar
Deluxe, Tommy D, Selektaa and Ricardo da Costa are some of the DJs that will play
the soundtracks to fuel the mood. Late night snacks including chicken pregos, veggie
wraps and beef burgers will be available for those who are still peckish.

WINE TASTING
On the Vine Café
bookings@cathpeakwines.com

063 075 1123
WEDDING & FUNCTION VENUE
Chapel
weddings@cathpeakwines.com
www.cathpeakwines.com

Sorry
Live
back soon!!
out to

Feel the soft beach sand beneath your feet,
Watch the breaking waves crashing onto the shore,
Feel the ocean spray lightly brushing your face
Listen to the ocean, as it soothes your soul
Connect with your loved ones.

Awaken your senses...

connect

Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife’s diverse protected areas and natural sanctuaries allow you to explore our unique big-game wildlife areas, as well as
numerous cultural, historical, wetland, alpine and marine treasures with a wide range of accommodation facilities and guest activities on offer.
Hiking, biking, fishing, game-viewing or just relaxing …it’s yours for the asking.

Cape Vidal beach, iSimangaliso Wetland Park,
World Heritage Site.

CONVENTION ON WETLANDS
(Ramsar, Iran, 1971)

T: +27(0) 33 845 1000 E: bookings@kznwildlife.com
Online booking: bookings.kznwildlife.com Web: www.kznwildlife.com

Berg, Beach
or Bush?
Why choose when KZN offers it all
By Jared Ruttenberg

South Africa is home to such a vast and varied
abundance of fascinating travel and holiday
destinations, offering so many unforgettable
experiences. Yet so much remains undiscovered for
so many. So, in each edition we feature a different
region or province of South Africa as part of our
mission to promote local travel. In this edition we
visit KwaZulu-Natal, the province that has it all.

Regional Feature

F

rom sun-soaked beaches, impressive
mountains, midlands backroads, and wellloved game reserves, KwaZulu-Natal is surely
South Africa’s province that has it all. Sure, as
a son of KwaZulu I may carry a rather slight
(read generous) bias, but I assure you that after
a couple of days in the province you won’t need
much convincing.
Land Rover South Africa gave me the challenge
to prove that their new Range Rover Evoque was
as versatile as they claimed it was and I thought
there’d be no better playground to put her to the
test. Along with a fellow travel journalist I set
out in style to take in a sample of what KwaZulu
has on offer.

Berg: Drakensberg

wonderland at The Cavern
‘Dearest, you cannot visualise it! This is not to be found
on paper or in words – it just gets you and you can feel
it’. These words were elegantly penned by Bill Carte to his
beloved Ruth in 1941. The letter was a heartfelt proposal
imploring Ruth to marry him and join him in South Africa,
a land that he’d fallen hopelessly in love with. Fortunately
for him, she said yes and moved to this new land, and so
The Cavern was birthed.
Bill was absolutely right when he said that trying to describe
the Drakensberg is no easy task. The magnificence of
these mountains has a profound way of silencing you,
reminding you of how small you are in this overwhelming
environment. South Africa’s most dramatic mountain
range has its origin in the Eastern Cape and then hurtles
northwards for almost 1,000 kilometres before finally
reaching its end in Limpopo.
The resulting great ridge of peaks inspires both its names:
Drakensberg meaning ‘dragon mountain’ in Afrikaans and
Quathlamba in isiZulu meaning ‘barrier of pointed spears’.
We decided to take the Evoque up one of SA’s highest roads
to The Sentinel. From this vantage point the legendary ‘Chain
Ladders Hike’ begins - a six-hour roundtrip to the top of the
Amphitheatre. A high clearance vehicle is needed for the
rollercoaster ride up, which the Evoque simply lapped up.
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Having conquered the peak, we were exhausted and in need
of a shower, so we drove to The Cavern. In 1941 a meagre 12
guests were accommodated at the farm but as the property’s
popularity grew more accommodation and facilities were
added. The Cavern offers a homely environment with warm
hospitality – to the extent that today’s visitors still speak of it
with the same fondness of guests from 70 years ago, calling
it the resort of ‘many happy returns.’
There’s a variety of accommodation options available from
the family-favourite chalets, to the luxe rooms in the newer
block slightly removed from the central resort buildings. All
the usual recreational facilities feature, such as tennis, lawn
bowls, a pool with water slide, and board games. Naturally,
The Caverns’ biggest asset is its location in the mountain
region and a variety of hikes are available from the property
itself. For those who enjoy a guided hike, there are usually two
on offer daily with one of the hotel’s guides - complimentary
for hotel guests.
Accommodation prices are all-inclusive and although

the hotel has a casual family ethos, there is nothing
casual about the food. From buffet breakfasts, to set
course meals for supper, you won’t go hungry. Be sure
to check out the wine cellar – I was happy to sip away
some time with their impressive collection.
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Eighty years ago Bill Carte stated that the aim and
outcome of his and Ruth’s work was to “create beauty,
to make the land more fertile, to make our living, to
leave the world better than when we came into it.”
The third generation of owners proudly continue this
stewardship of beauty and, along with the 100 staff
they employ, they have a lot to be proud of.

Beach: uMhlanga seaside
Luxury at The Oyster Box

Standing there rather gob-smacked I must have resembled
Charlie – except I wasn’t in a Chocolate Factory but
somewhere just as jaw-dropping. Overwhelmed in the foyer
of The Oyster Box, my mouth was ajar in appreciation of
a large floral arrangement. A staff member walked by and
noticing me, smiled and said, “Yes, it’s real.”
The Oyster Box is no new face to the uMhlanga seaside.
While she had her humble hotel beginnings in 1954, this
grand dame got a facelift and wardrobe change with
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extensive renovations in the late 2000s when the Tollman family
purchased her. She is quite an iconic South African hotel, much
loved by local and foreign visitors alike.
A stay at The Oyster Box is an invitation to a sensorial experience par
excellence. The décor is simply unrivalled – each space is a fantastic
feast of colour and texture. Perhaps the hotel’s most recognisable
setting is the lavish seaside pool area, marked by splashes of the
ravishing Oyster Box trademark red. Also featured on the umbrellas
and loungers, the red and white stripes reflect the adjacent lighthouse,
which the hotel is a proud steward of.
From the garden villas to sea-facing rooms to spacious suites,
no detail is too small, and you may, like me, struggle to leave the
calming views of the ocean from your private balcony. When I did,
however, it was simply for a stroll through the tropical gardens to the
spa, a lazy lounge at the pool, a walk along the famous uMhlanga
promenade adjacent to the hotel, or a visit to one of the six exquisite
dining spaces that are on offer.
Dining at The Oyster Box is an extraordinary and quintessential
experience. Unmissable is the hotel’s well-loved High Tea experience.
The setting for this sweet spectacle is the lavish surroundings of the
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Palm Court. With live music, an overly generous cake table, bubbly,
teas and coffees one could hardly ask for more. The Curry Buffet
is understandably also a firm favourite with locals and travellers
from afar. In the heart of curry country, a variety of 10 curries are
on offer every lunch and evening - I managed to get through seven
before I had to call it quits.
This is a hotel that effortlessly redefines seaside opulence and has
a dedicated staff waiting to care for and curate your every need.
It’s no wonder The Oyster Box has been awarded the Top Hotel in
South Africa by the TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice Award for the
last three years running, and the country’s leading hotel last year
by Condé Nast Traveler readers.

Bush: Big 5 territory at Nambiti Hills
Having driven all the way to the coast it was time to point the
Evoque back in the direction of Joburg, but with a very important
stop along the way. Two hours of driving took us first through the
Valley of a Thousand Hills, then the picturesque Midlands, and finally
through the dirt back roads to Nambiti Hills Private Game Reserve.

HEADER

Despite growing up in this majestic corner of South Africa, I’d never
visited the reserve and my anticipation was intensifying as we drove
through the gates. Greeting us with a massive smile, was our guide
Biggie, eager to drive us through to the lodge that would be home
for the next three days. Even on the short drive in we were already
ticking off game sightings.
Nambiti Hills is a spacious lodge that crests the top of one of the
higher ridges in the 26,000-acre reserve. The central lodge area
branches into a restaurant on the left and lounge and bar to the
right. Walking through the doors, however, is where the magic starts
to happen! Besides a pool, fire pit and several lounge areas, the
deck offers spectacular views of the landscape that rolls out below.
The accommodation suites are luxurious offerings that stand not
far from the main lodge and give comfort and sanctuary in-between
game drives. Of course, I made sure of spending enough time
enjoying the free-standing bath – when swung open the adjacent
doors removed all obstruction to the outside, and the dulcet bush
sounds and a glass of red wine were more than enough to wash
away any remnant of city stress.
Make no mistake, Nambiti Hills lives up to its name: the landscape
is made up of ripples of hills and exploring them on safari is an

exhilarating adventure. Taking the twists and turns you never know
what lies around the next corner, which for us included in one instance,
three lions who didn’t seem as excited to see us as we were them!
As great as game sightings can be, at the end of the day your Safari
experience depends on your guide. Biggie had expertly guided us for
the past three days, and we couldn’t have hoped for a better ranger.
Nineteen years of guiding, SA’s highest guide qualification, and a
degree in wildlife management means he knows his stuff. He also
had us in absolute stitches with some of his stories.
Of course, if you’re interested in South African history, it’s worth
bearing in mind that many of South Africa’s wars played out within a
stone’s throw of the reserve. The sites of the Battles of Isandlwana,
Rorke’s Drift, the Siege of Ladysmith and the Battle of Blood River
are all close by.
Only four hours’ drive from Johannesburg and three from Durban,
makes this 5-star lodge a popular choice for locals looking to lap up
some bush luxury. Be sure to look out for the annual winter specials,
which could make a luxe bush getaway a bit more affordable than
you thought.
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Range Rover Evoque
Now that you have a better idea of the journey we undertook, the
only question left is how did the Evoque perform? Perhaps the best
way to describe this is my response when asked mid-journey what
it was like to drive her. It was simply this: “I’m not driving, I’m flying.”
The ride simply couldn’t have been more comfortable as we flew
along the roads from one destination to another.
In order to discover how best to drive the Evoque, before the trip I
signed myself up for the Jaguar Land Rover Experience. Branches
in both the Western Cape and Gauteng offer owners – or as in my
case – not yet owners – the chance to learn how to get the best out
of the vehicle. We were also given challenging obstacles to navigate
and learned how to get out of tricky situations. Let me tell you, the
Evoque was no kid on the course. There was only one obstacle we
couldn’t attempt and that was purely based on the ground clearance
being slightly less than that of her bigger brothers.
Very quickly I was used to the slick features including Lane Keep Assist,
Adaptive Cruise Control, Blind Spot Assist, and very impressively a
rear-view window which was actually a colour screen fed by a rear
camera. Of course with the terrain selection option, the vehicle was
able to calibrate itself to provide the best response to the specific
terrain we were in.
She may be the first in the line-up of Range Rovers, but there is
nothing least about her, and she was quick to prove that she was
equally at home in berg, beach and bush. Her only limitation was
having to remain behind when we ascended the chain ladders on our
dramatic Drakensberg hike, but when we got back to the vehicle, I
could have sworn she winked at me when I unlocked her. The perfect
combination of personality, pleasure and power.
•

Jared Ruttenberg travel-blogs under the name @JAREDINCPT –
you can read more of his articles at www.jaredincpt.com.
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DO KZN

HERITAGE
EXPLORE HIDDEN GEMS & WALK IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF GREATNESS
More than just sunshine and golden beaches, the Zulu Kingdom is the ultimate
traveller’s destination – a melting pot of people in a rich cultural heritage.
Discover the path to extraordinary historical experiences like a visit to the Nelson
Mandela Heritage Site, a tour along the Inanda Route, including the Mahatma Gandhi
Settlement and more…
Whether it’s a cultural awakening you’re after, an epic road trip, a romantic getaway,
extreme adventure, a safari escape, a family beach vacay or even a sumptuous
luxury… you gotta do KZN!
Travel local, explore KwaZulu-Natal and discover all of Africa in a single province.

To find out more about the exceptional
experiences you can enjoy in KZN, go to

WWW.ZULU.ORG.ZA
You don’t have to break the bank
Travel Local. Do KZN

#D0KZN
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“

Perhaps I imagined it, or perhaps it was real…
in Madagascar you never can tell the difference.
But the first time I stepped off a plane into the humid
and fragrant air of Antananarivo, I smelled it everywhere.
Vanilla. Intoxicating and alluring. In the crowded open-air
markets, on the bustling streets full of French cars from
the 1960s, inside dark colonial government buildings, on
tropical beaches under palm trees, beneath the ancient
ceiling fans of old-world restaurants, in the coolness of
shuttered private homes, in the flowing black hair of
beautiful women, on the porches where old men played
dominoes. Yes, everywhere.

“
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Madagascar
… magical vanilla island
In our regular series, Discover Africa, we introduce our
readers to a different African country in each edition. In
this edition we take you to Zambia, the land of smoke that
thunders, situated in the heart of central Southern Africa.
By Stef Terblanche
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fell in love with the smell of vanilla, with the island, with
its people…and with the paradoxes of its beauty and its
destruction, its tranquillity and its tensions, its pastel
hazes and its boisterous colours. Since then this love
affair has taken me back to Madagascar half a dozen
times. And I will go back tomorrow if I can. Since my first visit
much of the tensions have been tamed and the destruction –
the deforestation that turned rivers into muddy orange water
channels – has ended. And yet, even all of that remains part
of its charm in some or other strange way.

Explorer’s paradise
If you are more the package-tour type or are looking to relax
and be pampered in luxury in a tropical setting, you should
perhaps stick to the north-western part of Madagascar on
and around the island of Nosy Be with its upscale hotels and
resorts. You won’t be disappointed, and there’s plenty to do
when you grow tired of sipping cocktails by the pool.
But if you are more of an intrepid kind of traveller - inquisitive,
energetic, looking for new experiences, or seeking to explore the
soul of the place – the rest of Madagascar will be your forever
paradise. And when I say “rest of Madagascar”, don’t think
small island, think very big and very varied. In fact, Madagascar
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is the fourth largest island in the world and the second largest
island-country. From its northern tip at Andranovondronina to
its southern tip at Faux Cap, Madagascar is almost 1,600km
long as the crow flies, and at its widest is about 570km across,
giving it a land mass of 592,800 square kilometres. To give
you a better idea, its length is 100km short of the full length of
South Africa between Cape Town and Beit Bridge.

Rich cultural mix and
tradition
Situated about 400km off the African mainland coast across
from Mozambique in the Indian Ocean, Madagascar is where
Africa meets Asia, the Malay Archipelago and all of Oceana. This
confluence shows in its people and their cultures and traditions.
The first people to have arrived on this piece of paradise were
crazy people of Polynesian descent who paddled there all the
way from Borneo, itself the world’s third largest island. They
ventured 6,700km across the stormy southern Indian Ocean
in the most elementary of open outrigger canoes sometime
between 350 BC and AD 550. Anyone who’s ever been in that part
of the ocean even on a big ship will know what a mind-boggling

feat that was. Many of them must surely have perished during
that hazardous crossing.
Soon Africans crossed the Mozambique Channel and joined
them, with more people following from China, India, the Arab
Peninsula and Europe. In the 17th and early 18th centuries even
pirates came to make the island with its many small coves,
bays and islands their hideaway home. Today all of these
influences are evident with each making lasting contributions
to Malagasy cultural life. Some 18 sub-groups make up today’s
Malagasy people, the biggest of which are the Merina of the
central highlands around the capital Antananarivo.
Upon landing here at Antananarivo’s international airport the
first time, I immediately came to know and appreciate the warm
hospitality of the Malagasy people. Waiting to meet me with
a beaming smile as if he had known me all my life but whom
I had never before met, was my host Georges Ernould and his
entourage that filled three large SUVs. Not only would George,
his family and friends show me their beautiful country, but
they also introduced me to its wonderful cuisine, customs and
cultural delights and opened their homes to me.
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From them I learned to play dominoes the Malagasy way, play the
round board of solitaire and share a drink with invisible ancestors
long dead. By my second visit to the island I no longer stayed in
a hotel but was invited to stay with George and his family in one
of his two houses in Antananarivo and the southwestern city
of Toliara (also known as Tulear), which is where I have stayed
during all my subsequent visits.

mixture reflects traditional Malagasy culture and French colonial
influence as well as the erstwhile Malagasy system of social
classes. The higher you were socially, the higher up the hill and
closer to the royal palace you lived, something that is still reflected
today in the fact that the haute ville neighbourhood around the
palace is considered the most upmarket and expensive residential
area with its beautiful examples of renovated trano gasy homes.

Antananarivo & the
central highlands

The city offers everything you can think of. From the historic
zoma market with its tile-roofed pavilions and white parasols,
historical buildings and museums, modern and old hotels, eateries
and pubs, to a zoo with indigenous species and the skeleton of a
now extinct elephant bird, nightclubs and cinemas, gardens and
parks, a street dedicated to silver and gold smiths, and beautiful
surrounding countryside.

From the airport we drove across rice paddies with rice laid out
to dry on the busy road leaving a single lane free for cars, and
into the busy outer suburbs of the city. Antananarivo, or Tana as
the locals call it, is the political and financial heart of the country
and has a population of around 4 million.
The original city was built on top and in the valleys of a series
of hills, and later spread out across the floodplains and flat
land surrounding it. The highest hill of Tana is dominated by the
structure of the rova; a fortified royal complex built by the ruling
Andriana dynasty of the Merina, whose reign was ended in the
late 19th century when the French colonized the island. After a
fire destroyed much of the royal complex in 1995, it was rebuilt
and is now open to the public as a museum.
Tana is a feast of narrow cobble streets and shuttered colonial
buildings around a central lake with an island. The architectural
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The streets are filled with people, animals, bicycle taxis, rickshaws,
taxi-bres (minibus taxis), bicycles and scooters, ox-drawn carts,
old 1950s and 1960s French-made buses and taxi cabs, to modern
SUVs. When the railway line between the eastern port city of
Toamasina and Tana is operational you can catch the ancient
Tananarive–Côte Est train or one of those peculiar Micheline
railcars trundling into town to the beautifully renovated Soarano
train station at the end of L’Avenue de l’Indépendance.

Going south
Although a number of roads have been rehabilitated or upgraded
in recent years, travelling by road can be a slow affair depending
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on the time of the year, weather conditions, state of the roads
at any given time, and vehicle breakdowns and other obstacles
blocking the traffic. It’s best done by 4X4 or one of the daily
flights between Tana and the rest of the island.
Whichever mode of travel you choose, if you’re going south
you may never want to come back. The south-eastern parts are
dotted with many national parks and a never-ending coastline
where you’ll find beaches that look like no humans have been
there before. Here you will also come upon the Pangalanes
Canal, which crosses the whole eastern and south-eastern part
of the island. In the heart of the southeast lies Ambositra, or
the City of Roses as this centre of art, culture and crafts is
also known. It is the capital of the Zafimaniry territory.
Here you will also find the Andringitra National Park which is
home to the second highest mountain peak in Madagascar and
a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The region offers magnificent
landscapes and picturesque traditional villages and colonial
towns. The highlands town of Fianarantsoa boasts many fine
examples of traditional houses, has many churches dating
back to early colonial times, and is home to the country’s winemaking culture. Going further south, you’ll reach Fort Dauphin,
a pretty little harbour town on a unique peninsula, surrounded
by mangroves, lagoons, forests and pristine beaches. The
village and surrounds offer excellent accommodation from
hotels to lodges and backpackers facilities. A unique feature
is the hulks of stranded and abandoned ships lining the bay.
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In this region there are several national parks where unique
Madagascan fauna and flora are being preserved and that are
home to the 100 or so species of lemurs unique to the island.
Of course no trip to Madagascar is complete without seeing
the lemurs, those cute little big-eyed creatures that scatter up

and down the trees like monkeys but aren’t monkeys. Other
attractions around here include the Avenue of Baobabs with
its giant trees, night walks in the rain forests, or exploring
mountains with their jagged, limestone pinnacles. Fishing,
snorkelling or kayaking can also be done here.
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West coast
Travelling southwest you’ll get to Toliara, also known as Tulear, the capital of this
region and an old French administrative and harbour centre with a strong colonial
character. The city has many good hotels, many of them right on the seafront where
at low tide, the sea withdraws to give way to a vast beach. Inland is a desert area not
unlike parts of Namibia.
Here Georges took us to a traditional restaurant – little more than a desert shack with
some rickety tables and two ancient primus stoves for cooking. But the hospitality
was out of this world and the food even better. The menu was simple: trondro, osilahy
or orakoho - fish, goat or chicken, plus the locally produced Lazan ‘I Betsilio wine to
wash it down with.

Experience
Luxury & Comfort

In the City

Well into the clear starry night, after a truly delicious meal and several bottles of Lazan
‘I Betsilio later, we suddenly heard the sound of guitar music and singing drifting in our
direction from within a small grove nearby. Curious, we went to inspect and found a
merry group of dancing and singing girls and boys playing on crude home-made guitars
as they emerged from the bush. Soon we were dancing and singing and stamping our
feet along with them deep into the night.
Travelling from Tulear up the west coast, we passed through several traditional villages
where time stood still. Women returned from the sea carrying huge fish on their heads,
while men were hollowing out tree trunks to make traditional dugout canoes or were
busy making charcoal. Friendly villagers invited us into their traditional Malagasy homes
built of wood and grass. Every couple of kilometres along the coast we came upon rustic
little lodges right on the beach under the palms, mostly owned by French expats who
had been here for years with no intention of ever returning to the rat race of Europe. \

And all the rest…
There is simply so much to do and see around Madagascar it could keep you busy
and in awe for years. You can watch the “turning of the bones”, an annual ritual where
families visit the burial tombs of the deceased, wash the dead bodies, turn them around
to make them comfortable and drape them in fresh cloths. Or see how the locals go
into the mountains to mine and polish the most beautiful semi-precious gemstones,
made for the traditional French solitaire boards, one of which you will find in every
Malagasy home.
There are many fantastic hikes, reefs to snorkel, lagoons ands rivers to row or sail on,
little islands to visit, mountains to explore, bustling markets to browse around in, and
amazing fauna and flora to discover, found only on this island in its rainforests, jungles,
mountains and on the vast plains. Join in one of the carnivals or watch the national
dominoes championship. Dance with traditional musicians making their music that is
unique to Madagascar. Or explore the many other fascinating cities like Morondava on
the west coast, Mahajanga further north, Antisiranana on the northern tip of the island,
Toamasina on the east coast, and Antsirabe and Fianarantsoa in the central parts.
And know this: wherever you go, you’ll smell the vanilla. After all, Madagascar produces
some 97% of this fragrant spice for the world, a spice that is these days as valuable
as silver.
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Need a break? Here are some fabulous, affordable destinations
and experiences that the whole family can enjoy, be it for a quick
break or a proper holiday.
For easy reservations, book your Great Escape
through our online booking facility

www.bookings.mzanzitravel.co.za
Waterford Estate
Stellenbosch
For the perfect day-long getaway, nothing beats a visit to a
genuine working wine estate that simultaneously offers an unspoilt
indigenous fauna and flora experience. This is what you get at
Waterford Estate, situated in the picturesque Blaauwklippen
Valley, in the world-renowned Stellenbosch wine region.
The owners of Waterford Estate have chosen to use only half
of the total 120 hectares of their land for the planting of vines
in order to preserve and maintain the natural fauna and flora
on the estate. Waterford Estate is owned by the Ord family
and has since 1998 been developed under the watchful eye of
Kevin Arnold, cellar master and managing partner.
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The Waterford Estate winery offers a relaxing setting where
guests can sit and enjoy various tasting options. With the wine
cellar built to surround the courtyard, guests can observe the
workings of the winery and get a true feel for the wine-making
process without disrupting the tranquillity of their tasting.
In addition to the cellar experiences, guests can also enjoy two
vineyard experiences - the Wine Drive Safari and Porcupine Trail
Walk. This is in line with the Estate’s stated mission of giving
their guests an experience that explores all the senses– sight,
smell, sound, touch and taste. In this way they believe their
guests can best experience both what is inside and outside
the bottle. They call it, ‘the Waterford Way’.

Getaways

The Wine Drive Safari is a unique three-hour trip on their safaritype vehicle through the 120-hectare Estate on the beautiful
slopes of the Helderberg mountain. The Cape is home to the
largest and most spectacular concentration of flowers and
plants found anywhere on earth, and the Estate intends to
play a small role in preserving the Cape Floral Kingdom by
using only half of the property for the planting of vines, while
showing guests some of the Cape’s natural beauty. The Wine
Drive Safari allows guests not only to experience the natural
beauty of the estate, but also provides the chance to taste
their award-winning Estate wines amongst the vineyards
of their origin wh8ile being expertly guided through all the
aspects of what makes this area so biologically diverse and
viticulturally unique.
The idea of the Porcupine Trail came from the fact that
Waterford Estate is situated in one of the world’s most visually
arresting pockets of paradise which the owners wished to
share with their guests. As a result they designed three
different hiking routes at different levels of intensity, which
explore both vineyards and the natural fynbos.

are three inspired pairings – the Kevin Arnold Shiraz with a
Masala Chai Dark Chocolate, the Waterford Estate Cabernet
Sauvignon with Rock Salt Dark Chocolate and the Heatherleigh
Noble Late Harvest paired with Rose Geranium Milk Chocolate.
Don’t delay, book your stay and these experiences now!
The Waterford Way is to be prosperous. To flow with nature’s
cycles, seasons and chapters, and to achieve longevity by
continuing and perpetuating what has worked before. You’ll
find the Waterford Way in the citrus, lavender and rosemary
aromas that welcome you as you drive up to the entrance.
You’ll find it in the gravel that connects you to the earth, and
in the sky above the Mediterranean courtyard where you sip
your wine.
In this way Waterford Estate welcomes you to their world, a
world where the passing of time and the change in seasons
only add rich layers of character and charm to the total living
experience.
•

They also offer guests the superb Wine and Chocolate
Experience… a unique flavour experience. Working closely
with Greyton chocolatier, Richard von Geusau, Kevin Arnold
meticulously developed the Waterford Estate Wine and
Chocolate Experience, where guests are given extra special
attention upon arrival and during their time at the Estate. There

Contact Details: Tel +27 (0)21 880 5300; email info@
waterfordestate.co.za; or website www.waterfordestate.
co.za. For Wine Drive Reservations and Porcupine
Trail email isabelle@waterfordestate.co.za or Tel +27
(0)21 880 5308; and for wine tastings cellardoor@
waterfordestate.co.za or Tel +27 (0)21 880 5316.
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aha Alpine Heath Resort
& Conference Centre
Northern Drakensberg,
KwaZulu-Natal
Tucked away in the foothills of the Drakensberg – South
Africa’s highest mountain range - the aha Alpine Heath Resort
& Conference Centre, an award-winning four-star, self-catering
mountain village, is the perfect getaway destination. It’s also
ideally situated midway between Durban and Johannesburg.
The resort gives families and nature-lovers the opportunity
to explore their surroundings with luxury Drakensberg
accommodation as a home base, whether it’s for a day, a
weekend or even longer. All of its newly refurbished 100
Deluxe Chalets are self-catering, superbly equipped and offer
breathtaking views of the majestic Drakensberg mountains.
Each chalet has private braai facilities, a comfortable lounge,
kitchen dining area, a fireplace and patio, plus the convenience
of a telephone, satellite TV and good cellular reception.
“My chalet was luxuriously appointed, fitted with all amenities
and everything one might need,” said Zainab Achmat of
Mzanzitravel’s team who spent an unforgettable weekend
there. “When I woke up after my first night there I was greeted
by nature’s own canvas - an absolutely amazing view. It
made me itch to get out there and explore the resort and its
surroundings.”
If you don’t feel like cooking, head over to Gruyéres Restaurant
or Pizza Inferno Pizzeria – their menus are known for delicious
meals that cater to all tastes. And in case you need groceries
or trinkets to take home, pop in at the unique Village Market.
After a day’s activities out in nature, you can relax at Muzo’s
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Studio Bar or the Pool Bar where you can also order snacks.
The resort also boasts superb, fully equipped conference venues.
Choose from a variety of thrilling and relaxing teambuilding
activities, as well as unforgettable dining experiences at the
on-site restaurants or the Umziki all-weather boma on the
dam. And should you book all 100 chalets, exclusive use of
the resort and its facilities are guaranteed. From hosting your
dream wedding to a prestigious gala dinner, team-building
weekend or year-end function, the resort and conference venue
come with the scenic mountains, an all-around unbeatable,
majestic backdrop to any occasion.
“Exploring the resort took my breath away. I stood there
absorbing the beauty of nature all around me and felt all the
stress and anxiety of city life just disappear. I felt completely
at peace with myself,” said Zainab.
“On the way back to the reception area I spotted the pool area,
a mini gym, mini golf centre (putt-putt) and tennis courts.
Looking for the restaurant, I came upon a beautiful peacock
walking through the building as if he was a regular guest. After
he displayed his feathery beauty for us I found the restaurant
which, for me, included the bonus of being halal friendly.”
On-site activities include board games, miniature golf, tennis,
and trampolines to fishing, volleyball and swimming. There’s
also a Wow Kids Zone. To relax in the true sense of the word,
you may treat yourself to an experience at their stunning Be
Spoilt Beauty Salon and Spa. For those who are more active
there’s horse riding, hiking and mountain biking.
•

Contact Details: Tel +27-(0)-36-438-8500 or email
them online at https://www.aha.co.za/alpine-heathresort/#aha-contact or book online at https://www.aha.
co.za/alpine-heath-resort/#aha-book.

A learning holiday that could

CHANGE
YOUR LIFE

The “learning holiday” is a trend that has become very
popular among restless travellers, who are seeking
more than just sightseeing experiences. It combines the
adventure of discovering spectacular locations with the
whilst at the same time, learning something valuable
and useful.
EcoTraining, the pioneer and leader in safari guide and
wildlife training offers exciting short nature courses that
will satisfy your desire to learn more about Africa’s
biodiversity.
Not only will you learn about the infinite variety of life
that exists in nature, but you will also be exposed to the
wilderness in a fully immersive way.

NATURE COURSES
EcoQuest Course: 7 or 14 days
EcoTracker Course: 7 or 14 days
Birding in the Bush Course: 7 days
Wilderness Trails Skills Course: 6 days

Part of the experience includes staying at rustic eco

Wilderness Photography Course: 7 days

camps located in the most attractive unspoilt remote

Masai Mara EcoQuest: 7 or 14 days

areas of the African bushveld! Choose from a variety of
short nature courses that will leave you feeling inspired.

CAREER COURSES
EcoTraining Professional Field Guide
Course: 1 year
EcoTraining Field Guide (FGASA/NQF2)
Course: 55 days
EcoTraining Kenya Field Guide (FGASA/NQF2)
Course: 55 days
EcoTraining Trails Guide (FGASA)
Course: 28 days

Tel: +27(0)13 752 2532
enquiries@ecotraining.co.za
www.ecotraining.co.za

Getaways

Hotel Deutsches Haus
Swakopmund, Namibia
Whether you are looking for something different for your next
holiday, or you have never been to the wonderful experience
that is Namibia, or you have but want to return for more, the
3-star Hotel Deutsches Haus in the coastal city of Swakopmund
is the ideal base for an unforgettable visit.
JACO, SUMAYA SE JY HET SKUNBAAR FOTOS VIR HOTEL
DEUTSCHES HAUS – KAN JY ASSEBLIEF HIER PLAAS
Located within the town centre of beautiful Swakopmund, Hotel
Deutsches Haus offers a charming ambience and prides itself
on excellent service, their lovely spacious and comfortable
rooms, and their widely renowned restaurant and popular bar.
In addition they offer a full in-house laundry service, conference
facilities catering for up to 25 persons, fast and free internet
throughout the hotel, and a reception desk that is open 24/7.
Their friendly reception assistants are always happy to assist
with flight confirmations, bookings or other assistance.
Their refurbished rooms comprising of single, double and
spacious family rooms are all en suite and come equipped
with satellite television, direct dialling telephone, room safe
and heater, as well as a tea/coffee station. Hair dryers are
provided in each bathroom.
The hotel’s restaurant opens daily at 6am for breakfast. The
lunch menu is available from 12h00 and dinner starts at 18h00.
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Their meal specials as well as a range of delicious cocktails
are available daily and can be enjoyed indoors or outdoors on
their rooftop terrace, which is perfectly suited for those warm
African summer days. It is truly recommended that you try
their delicious range of both international and local cuisine.
There is an a la carte menu, as well as a gluten-free menu, a
kiddies menu and a wine and cocktails list.
The hotel has limited secure parking available inside the
premises and a security guard on duty all evening to watch over
the cars and busses parked in the street in front of the hotel.
Looking for a gift to take home for someone or a souvenir for
yourself? You are sure to find it in their small souvenir shop in
the reception area. There’s also a small beauty salon on site.
Enjoy a relaxing drink in the hotel’s cosy bar after a long day
of exploring the town, coast and desert. Swakopmund is
Namibia’s second city and is truly a bustling, cosmopolitan
centre with lovely shopping malls, restaurants, pubs, beaches
and more. Enjoy fascinating guided tours in the sand dunes
of the Namib Desert or explore the coast up to Cape Cross
with its enormous seal colony.
•

Contact Details: Located at 13 Lüderitz Street Swakopmund;
Tel +246 64 404896; email info@hotel.na; or website
www.hotel.na/activities.

SUMMER SPECIAL
Heat up your summer with ANEW Hotels & Resorts’ summer
special. Get up to 30% off your summer stay. Use promo code
TWENTY30 when booking. T’s & C’s Apply.
www.anewhotels.com | reservations@anewhotels.co.za | +27 (0) 10 007 0000

#DU
HAS
Fall in love with the City of Durban
once again. Take a walk at the
Beachfront Promenade, where
you will truly experience love and
happiness that makes Durban a must
visit destination.

Durban is always open for business
and leisure. Hop aboard the
Ricksha Bus for a scenic threehour overview of Durban’s major
attractions.
Explore rich history of traditional
Zulu culture in the valley of 1000
hills or visit a local township for a
unique township experience.
Take a guided tour of Inanda
Heritage Route, where the late
former President Nelson Mandela
chose to vote in South Africa’s first
democratic elections in 1994.

Planning your next unique
adventure holiday?
Airlink flies directly to Nosy Be from Johannesburg. Nosy Be is a small, unspoiled
island off the coast of Madagascar’s north-western coast, where you can soak
up the sun on many sandy island beaches. Swim, snorkel or scuba-dive through
crystal-clear, calm, warm waters, home to pristine coral reefs and exotic marine
life. Discover a selection of rare wildlife, including troops of lemurs and the panther
chameleon. Why not start planning your trip to paradise today? Alternatively,
Airlink offers daily direct flights to the capital of Madagascar, Antananarivo.
flyairlink.com

@fly_airlink

Fly Airlink
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Discover Nosy Be

